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Preface 
With the rapid growth of separate computing installations in 

industry and in universities, there is need for a book to help train 

machine computers. This book is intended as such an aid, particularq 

in training personnel for work in (IBM) punched card computing. 

Gratetul acmawledgement is made to K. J. Arnold, who guided the 

University ot Wisconsin Computing Service from ita earq stages-

desk calculators, plus a keypunch and sorter-to its present size. 

:Many of the technical developments are the work of Iofarjorie S. Herrick. 

The section on questionnaire _thodology was written by David A. Grant. 

The tirst iJro editions have been used as a text in the course in 

Theory and Operation of Computing llachines (Mathematics 131) at 

Wisconsin during 1951 and 1952. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Juq, 19.52 

Fred Gruenberger 
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port I 
computing 

notes 



1 Questionnaires 

If data, gathered bT multiple-choice answers to questions, is to be 

tablilated bT machine, the 1qout ot the original schedules should be 

gone over with SOMone t8llli1iar with IIII equipEnt and. techniques. 

otten the tormat ot the schedul.8 can be arranged to speed up key

punching. For each question, the paramount consideration is the use 

to which the data is to be put. For example, it the age ot the person 

answeriDg is needed, and the ultimate tabulation groups ages by ten 

year groups, the question could readil¥ be worded to code the answer 

in that torm. All sorts ot codirig can be iDcorporated d:irectJ,y into 

the schedules, saving a costJ,y editing job later. If space tor answers 

is reserved uniformly down the right or lett margin ot the sheet, 

ed:l ting, coding, and keypunching is material.~ speeded. 

If possible, it is well to avoid ranked answers, or questions in 

which more than one answer is permissible, sinoe these situations 

are more difticult to handle in punched card tabulation. Double 

punching in &IV' column of the IBJ( card is to be avoided, since it 

sends the cost ot punching up sharp~ and makes the duplication of a 
damaged card rather difticult. 

It is usually better to plan the punching ot a long schedule on 

two cards (per schedule) rather than compress the data into one card. 

For example, ssventy-six answers might be compressed into one card 

(reserving tour columns tor identification) bT such devices as using 

only one column for an item with a range of sixteen, through double 

punching. It is probab4 as efticient· am as cheap to use two cards 

and, for the item in question, use two columns tor the range from one 

to sixteen. When tiro cards are used, it is best to split the punching 

approJdmately equal.l1' between tbe two; wear and tear on the two decks 

is thus minimized, and it cross tabulations are needed between the 

decks, room is lett on either tor reproducing parts ot the other. 

It should be po:inted out that it the object is simply a distribution 

ot each ot the items ot the schedule, punched cards are not etticient. 

3 



4 COMPUTING MANUAL 

The distribUtions can be obtained quicker and cheaper by paper am 

pencil methods. IBM equipment should be used in tabulating question

naires onlY when involved cross tabulations will be needed. 

Some of the above precautions can be contradicted in some cases. 

It is possible to punch 4096 dii'ferent combinations in one column of 

an IBM card, though it is seldom necessary to punch more than twelve 

or, in the case of mixed alphabetic am numeric information, serial 

numbering (and hence identii'iaation) can still be added in binary 

form, using the X and Y punch positions. 

It is alw~s a splendid idea to serial number the original schedules 

am the cards to correspond. 

Editing and coding should be done-preferab~ by the person who 

collected the data--prior to keypunching. It the keypunch operator is 

expected to code while punching (or even to have to look around the 

schedule sheets for the next item) the error level in punching will 

soar. 

Coding 

As a general practice, in coding data for punching, it is well to 

reserve Y punches (12' s) for "no answer," X punches (l1's) for controls 

of various kinds, zero for true zeros, and to code missing data ac

cording to how it is to be handled in tabulation. In many cases, ab

sence of data is the most important situation to tabulatei,it ~ be 

convenient to indicate it by blank columns. However, it is us~ 

easier to keypunch (am more positive) some combinations of holes to 

indicate missing data. 

It is gener~ easier am faster to punch digits from one to nine 

rather than zeros or X's. Hence for variables with a range of two, it 

is best to code the possiblli ties as one and two in preference to X 

and Y or other punches. On the other hand, in coding such things as 

ages of people in ten ;year groupings, it is better to use the actual 

ten's digit of the age, since the code is more read~ memorized. 

When a particular item has a range of o~ 12, there is a temt>tation 

(sometimes a necessit,y) to punch it in the 12 hole positions of one 

column. However, it must be kept in mind that if the variable in .. 

volved is to be treated arithmetically (e. g., for correlation data), 
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the X, Y, and zero holes will not act properly. Furthermore, the provi

sion for "no answer" is lost. 

An X pWlCh is frequently reserved in coding to be only the control 

which ejects the card on an 016 punch (using an WlCut low skip bar). 

The X in the master card then performs ejection automatically and also 

signals that the proper number of columns have been punched. However, 

with 036, 024, or 026 punches (or 016 or 031 pWlChes for which a 

special skip bar is cut), X need not be reserved for ejection and can 

be used in the coding. 

If X's and Y's are used in coding, it lIIUSt be remembered that col

lating operations, such as merging, ~ be upset, since the numeric 

collator does not sense other than digit pWlChes in the sequencing unit. 

Control on the IBM Tabulator 

The tabulator has two complete 8D-brush reading stations, spaced 

one card apart. As one card is being read at the lower brush reading 

station (where information is usually read for adding, subtracting, 

etc.) the card following it is being read in perfect synchronization 

with it at the upper brush station. Controlling or identifYing infor

mation read from any column of successive cards can be compared. Thus 

the tabulator automatically senses a change between groups of cards 

previously sorted and acts on that change by halting feeding and then 

printing (or punching on the 513) totals from counters. At the same 

time it is usually directed to turn the counters back to zero and then 

automatically start feeding the cards of the next group. 

Three levels of such control are available on the machine; major, 

intermediate, and minor. Suppose, for example, that in a sociological 

study, cards are punched for each individual, showing sex (either 1 or 

2 in column 1 of the cards), intelligence (some digit from zero to 9 

in column 2) and residence (1, 2, or 3 in column 3). Other columns on 

the card contain various information. If information is to be tabula

ted by sex, I.Q. within sex, and residence within I.Q., then column 3 
is the minor control column, column 2 the intermediate control column, 

and collj1Illn 1 the major control column, and the cards lIIUSt be sorted on 

columns 3-2-1 in that order. For simplicity, let us suppose we have 

exactly 3000 cards evenly distributed on these three characteristics 
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(i.e., 1500 males, 300 of I.Q. zero, 1000 of residence 2, etc.). 

Sorted as indicated, the first 1500 cards are all sex lJ of those, 

the first 150 are all I.Q. zero; of those, the tirst So are residence 

1. The tabulation ot data on any other portion of the card, then, will 

be broken into such groups. 

Now it is essential that the correct order of control be maintained. 

We have chosen residence within I.Q.; that is, tor each I.Q. group we 

will obtain totals for the three posible residences. See Table II. If 

we wish, on the other hand, I.Q. within residence, the order of sorting 

is changed to columns 2-.3-1 in that order, and column 2 has minor 

control, column 3 intermediate, column 1 major as before. See Table I. 

Note that though we are using only three controls (which seems at 

first glance to be rather small), we have broken our deck into 60 

parts (2 x 10 x :3>. If within each such subgroup we wish to distri

bute some other column into 12 parts, then if the distribution is 

approximately even, we should expect all frequencies of the order of 

" or S. 
Persons unramiliar with this technique of sorting are prone to re-

quest four levels of control (or more). Now, this is quite possible 

it needed. For example, suppose that the 3000 cases we have used were 

all Dane counV. Another )000 m;q be available, all Milwaukee county. 

If both decks are sorted independently, when run through the tab 

successively we will have eftectively a super major control (on counties). 

The break between the two decks ot 3000 will be quite apparent on the 

printed listing, even though the machine is not direc~ controlling 

on county. 

However, in normal practice, four levels of control are seldom 

needed. In a study ot on,Qr 3000 cards, it the tour control variables 

have ranges ot 2, 10, ), and 10, respectively, the use ot tour COD

trol levels would break the deck into 600 parts (not necessaril3 

equal). On the average" we would be taking a control nbreakn eve17 

tive cards. This is seldom what is really desired. 

Let WI emphasize that it is important which variable be considered 

major, intermediate, and minor. The clue to the whole situation is 

the word "within.1I Which variables are to be included within which 

others? A variable wi thin another variable is to have a more minor 
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control level (i.e., "minor" is lower than "intermediate" and the 

latter is lower than -major.-) 

Table I 

Card Card 
Sex Res. I.Q. Count Sex Res. I.Q. Count 

1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 

1- 1 2 2 2 1 3 1 
l. 1 3 2 2 1 4 4 
1- 1 4 2 2 1 5 5 
1- 1 5 4 2 1 6 1 

1 1 6 3 2 1 7 1 

1 1 7 3 2 1 6 5 
1 1 6 2 2 1 9 4 
1 1 9 2 

2 2 2 1 
1 2 1 3 2 2 3 6 
1 2 2 3 2 2 4 4 
1 2 3 2 2 2 5 5 
1 2 4 .3 2 2 6 7 
1 2 5 7 2 2 7 7 
1 2 6 4 2 2 6 1 
1 2 7 5 2 2 9 2 

1 2 6 .3 
1 2 9 3 2 .3 1 1 

2 .3 2 1 
1 .3 1 1 2 .3 .3 1 
1 .3 2 2 2 .3 4 6 
1 .3 .3 2 2 3 5 2 
1 .3 4 1 2 .3 6 1 
1 .3 5 3 2 3 7 1 
1 .3 6 1 2 .3 6 1 
1 .3 7 1 2 .3 9 .3 
1 3 6 9 
1 .3 9 5 
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Table II 
Card Card 

Sex I.Q. Res. Count Sex I.Q. Res. Count 

1 1 1 2 2 1 3 1 

1 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 
1 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 

1 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 

1 2 2 3 2 3 1 1 
1 2 3 2 2 3 2 6 

1 3 1 2 2 3 3 1 

1 3 2 2. 
2 4 1 4 

1 3 3 2 2 4 2 4 
1 4 1 2 2 4 3 6 

1 4 2 3 2 5 1 5 
1 4 3 1 2 5 2 5 
1 5 1 4 2 5 3 2 

1 5 2 7 2 6 1 1 
1 5 3 3 2 6 2 7 
1 6 1 3 2 6 3 1 

1 6 2 4 2 7 1 1 
1 6 3 1 2 7 2 7 

1 7 1 3 2 7 3 1 

1 7 2 5 2 8 1 5 
1 7 3 1 2 8 2 1 

1 8 1 2 2 8 3 1 

1 8 2 3 2 9 1 4 
1 8 3 9 2 9 2 2 

1 9 1 2 2 9 3 3 
1 9 2 3 
1 9 3 5 
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Questionnaire Methodology 

Questionnaires deal with verbal responses only, al. though the verbal 

responses presumab~ have implications with respect to other behavior 

of the respondents. The following remarks are intelXled to serve as 

suggestions and warnings 1;0 investigators who must use questionnaire 

techniques in their research. 

The Absol1:}::;~ Percentages of Replies Mean Very Little 

The abso:.;te number of responses of one sort or another to a 

questionnaire item can not be taken as having absolute meaning. The 

percentage figures can be altered easily by changing order, format, 

wording, and techniques of questiOning the respondents. 

Wording conditions the percentage of answers. First o£ all, the 

questionnaire writer usually possesses more facility with words than 

do questionnaire respondents. This leads to misunderstandings of the 

question on the part of the respondent with resulting coni'usion in 

responses. The questionnaire writer can not overestimate the ignorance 

of the respondent as far as words are concerned. He should choose his 

words from some source of words in frequent use, such as the Thorndike 

word lists. There he should stick to the most frequent 5000 if poss

ible. 

9 

The danger following from the use of emotionally toned words is 

well-know and can not be overestimated. For example, inclusion of the 

late President Roosevelt's name in connection with people's accept

ance of the changed date of Thanksgiving Day increased the favorable 

answers over 10 per cent. Although 90 per cent of the respondents said 

we shoul.d do everything possib1e to avoid war, only 45 per cent thought 

we should "become inv01ved in" an international organization to main

tain peace. 

It has been demonstrated clear~ that the order in which the ques

tions appear in the questionnaire will resul.t in statistically sig

nificant changes in the percentage of responses to single items. 

Furthermore, if items with alternative .answers are provided, the or

dering of the alternatives will change significan~ the percentage 

of answers. 
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The wq in which the questions are asked and the condition of the 

respondent at. the time t.he questions are asked also make a great. deal. 

of difference as to the answers given. For example. one would scarelT 

consider having an experimental group of respondents fill out. the:il" 

questionnaires in an assembled group while he had the control group 

fill out their quest.ionnaires in isolation. Nor would one have an ex

perimental group fill out the questionnaires in isolation while the 

control group had their questioana:1res filled out for them by' an in

terviewer. The caretul investigator would try to reach his different 

groups of people at approximatelT the same time of dq and while the 

people were :In relativel,y the same -mood.-
RespoDdents' Answers Have Low Reliability 

It is a DOtorious- fact that respondents fill out questionnaires 

very carelessl,y. 'lhis is particularlT the case if the questionnaire 

18 long and involved. It is unlikelT that the ord:ina17 respondent will 

give close attention to more than ten or twelVe questions. and even 

the most clericallT minded respondent is apt to beco_ bored with a 

300-question schedule. 'l'hings such as this result in haphazard answe.rs. 

so that the SSE questionnaire given a week or two later will elicit 

quite different responses !'rom the saE respondents. It is interesting 

that actual. studies have shoIm that the variability' in so-called ftfact

ualft material ia greater from time to tiE than is the variability in .. 
attitudinal responses. 

ValidiV of Responses is Questionable 

The responses to questionnaire items have a -face validity'ft as 

simple verbal behavior. On the other hand, we usually are interested 

in other aspects of behavior than the answers per see Thus. for 

- example, soldiers' attitudes towards their coaissioned and DOIlCOJIl

missioned officers and toward their cause, etc •• would be investigated 

in hopes that it would lead. to predictions as to their effectiveness 

in battle. The pre-election polls are aimed at predicting behavior in 

the voting booth. Very little has been dona to relate these items of 

verbal behavior, namelT, the responses to the questionnaire. to other 

behavior in which one is interested. 'l'he occasional spectacular fail-
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ures of pre-election polls suggest that work needs to be done along 

these lines. Because a group of soldiers answer in their questionnaire 

responses that they 1fill fight no more, that they have done their share, 

one cannot conclude that they will not fight e.t'fectively in battle. 

The case of the First Infantry Division is interesting in this regard. 

This Division was studied by the ArrI1:r's Research Branch of Morale 

Services Division after it had been pulled out of Sicily and sent to 

England following two hard Jlediterranean campaigns. For lack of some

thing better to do, the First DiVision was put through basic training 

again in England and then was queried on questionnaires. Their attitude 

towards the general situation could be described simply as negative. 

They stated that they had fought their fight, and someone else should 

do the rest of the fighting during the war. It is well known that sub

sequent to this the First Division tought with great valor through 

France, BelgiUIII, and Ge~. The general conclusion is that we cannot 

take the answers to questionnaire items too seriously unless we have 

speCific data showing that these verbal responses are indeed related 

to the other forms ot behavior in which we are interested. 

A Priori vs. a Posteriori Analysis of Questionnaire Data 

From the standpoint ot inductive methodology one at the most star

tling misuses of questionnaires might be called the shot-gun technique. 

In this, the investigator, having decided an area which he wishes to 

study, prepares a long questionnaire including innumerable items re

lated to his topic of study.· He has two or three hunches as to how the 

respondents will react, but tor the most part he is "just fishing." 

As soon as the questionnaires have been filled out they are analyzed to 

see if they "show anything." By this it is meant that all possible 

and some impossible breakdowns at the data are examined, and all. pos

sible differences are tested to see if aQY of them might be statisti

cally significant. As a result quite a few differences are pointed out 

by the statistical techniques as being significant at, sev, the 5 per 

cent level. The analyst then concludes that these differences have 

some basis in fact and draws his conclusions accordingly. If the items 

had. been answered by purely haphazard technique about 5 per cent of 

the differences would turn out to be significant at the 5 per cent 
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level, so that if enough differences were investigated a substantial 

number would be detected where none in fact existed. This procedure 

of investigation is obviously indefensible. It is particularly dan

gerous when the questionnaire technique is used, because a question

naire can generate so many possible comparisons to bolster the chance 

effects. 

There is a way out of the difficulties implied in the preceding par

agraph. The questionnaire can be used conservatively. By this is meant 

the method may be restricted to the investigation of concrete hypo

theses. In other words, the investigator, upon selecting his area of 

investigation, delays writing the questionnaire until he has set down 

a number of hypotheses about the relationships in the area of investi

gation. These hypotheses then would govern the choice of questionnaire 

items and would presumably limit and restrict the total length of the 

questionnaire somewhat. Before the questionnaire has been filled out 

by the respondent, the investigator should know every break and an~

sis that he intends to employ. Each an~sis should be abled at testing 

one or more of the hypotheses set up by the investigator before he 

started. The total number of statistical tests can then be counted be

forehand, so that the investigator knows about how many to expect to 

be significant in the absence of real population differences. The in

vestigator is now in a position to proceed with his an~sis when the 

data are gathered. He may test each of his hypotheses and indicate 

whether they are supported or failed to receive support from the re

sponses. Conclusions thus obtained have a sounder basis than purely 

ex post facto rationalizing of obtained results. This does not exclude 

the investigator from examination of his data to see if there are 

suggestions in it which he had not previously considered. He is per

mitted to set up a posteriori hyptheses and to rationalize unexpected 

findings. These additional hypotheses, however, have about the same 

status as a priori hypotheses before they are tested. In other words, 

these products of ex post facto reasoning must be subjected to a sub

sequent test or cross validation, as it sometimes is called. These 

are the bases for future questionnaire investigations. 

In conclusion we simply remark that these difficulties and pitfalls 

of the questionnaire must always be considered in designing question-
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naire investigations. The social studies will long be stuck with the 

questionnaire as an investigative device. They are not, however, re

stricted to ineffective and unscientific use of the imperfect device. 

13 



2 Digiting 
The computation of sums of products by progressive digiting on the 

IB1l tabulator has been discussed at length elsewhere. (See footnotes 

1,2,3,4,9.). However the process is briefly reviewed here. 

The IBM tabulator is essentially an adding machine. MathematicalJ.¥, 

it is capable of addition and its inverse, subtraction. 

A frequent problem is that of obtaining sums of products (or sums 

of squares, which is a special case of products). For example, given 

the following test scores in 1Jro subjects: 

Pupil )( P 

'Math Physics 

1 91 89 

2 94 79 

3 75 91 

4 79 80 

5 90 88 

6 84 90 

7 71 10 

8 57 10 

The correlation between the scores on the two subjects, given from 

this limited data, is given by the formula: 

2 [K~XY - ~X ~Yl' 
r = 1N~x'--=-(~X)iJ[K~-Y'-"::::-(~-l~?l 

calling for the sums of squares of the two variables, the simple sums, 

and the sum of cross products. Notice that for purposes of getting the 

value of "r" it is not necessary to obtain (much less record) any in

dividual product or square; it is only the sums that are needed. Simi

larly, the normal equations for linear curve fitting; 

~Y = rn ~X + b X 

~XY = rn ~X' + b ~X 

14 
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call for the same sort of data. 

These sums may be obtained by addition on the tabulator. Having 

both scores for each pupil on separate cards~ let us sort the cards on 

the units digit of the 11' s. (We will form our sums of products one 

digit of the multiplier variable at a time.) The card we take .rirst is 

that of pupil 4 (scores 79~ 80). We can .rorm the product of 9 X 80 

(neglecting for the time being the 7 of the 79) by adding the 80 nine 

times. We could~ if we wished~ take that card and run it through the 

tabulator nine times. Then we can take the "8" cards (pupil l5~ scores 

88~ 84) and add the 84 score eight times and so on for each digit. For 

the "4" we have here three pupils; namely numbers 2,6,14. We take all 

three of those cards and add them in four times. 

Upon completion of this process~ we will have in one counter the 

sum of the products of the units digit of M~ by all of P. 

We can repeat the whole thing for the tens digit of 11~ and multiply" 

this latter result by ten and add it to the former. We will have, then, 

the complete sum of products UP. Since the tabulator is resplendent 

with counters, it costs nothing to add both variables at once through

out~ and we produce };l\1' at the same time. 

We can routinize this process as follows: Having the cards sorted 

in descending order on any multiplier digit, we can run the "9" cards 

through the tabulator; then the 9' s and 8' s, and so on. It is 

evident that at the end, all carda having 9' a will have been added 

nine times, the cards having 8'a will have been added 8 times, and so 

on~ thus effecting the desired multiplication. Note that this routine 

has not gained any speed, but has reduced the chances o.r human error. 

This has all been based on the assumption that the cards sort into an 

unbroken sequence of digits from the highest down. In our example, 

there are no 2' a in the units dig! t of the II's. We can provide for the 

omission in the process just described~ but it will be taken care of 

more simply as we speed up the process more. 

It is interesting to note that~ historically~ the digiting process 

has developed almost exactly as it ia explained here~ Before the in

troduction of automatic control and progressive totaling on tabulators 

and~ even after those devices were available but summary punching was 

uncommon~ digiting was done in just this w8;J". 
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Let us feed the 9' s cards into the tabulator and add them, printing 

the result and holding the result jn the counter; then the 8's cards 

are added in the same counter, a total printed and held in the same 

counter, and so on. This is "progressive totaling" and is dom by 

wiring the special device for that purpose on the machine. The 9 re

sults (zero digit cards are not included (e.g., pupil 5) since the 

product of zero times anything equals zero.) we get must then be summed 

themselves to give one piece of the desired sum of products. 

Now we add to the process the feature of automatic control on the 

tabulator. The cards after sorting in descending order may be put in 

the tabulator all at once. The machine will automatically take a total 

at the end of the 9' s cards, print the result, hold it, add more cards, 

take a total at the end of the 8's, print it, hold it, and go on to 

the end. 

Note that at this stage we can most efficient~ take care of missing 

digits. 

In the example we started with, we need punch only one dUIII!I\Y card, 

having a 2 in the units column of M, to cause the machine to take an 

extra total for the 2' s, even though nothing adds in the counters at 

that time. (In practice, we use a special du.mm;,y "deck"; a description 

of it is given below.) 

If the tabulator is equipped with the card cycle total transfer 

device, and if few enough variables are involved so that less than 

half the counter capacity is needed, the nine progressive totals may 

be totalled si)nultaneous~ in other counters, so that the final sum of 

products is produced in one run. 

As a result of experience in digiting at the University of Wisconsin 

Computing Service, certain shortcuts and precautions have evolved which 

are worth noting. 

Normally, when cutting summary cards in the digiting process, the 

counters on the tabulator are set to progressive total on each minor 

control break between digits, and to reset to zero on the automatic 

major control break at the end of the deck. It has been pointed out 

that for this purpose the progressive total device on the tabulator 

is not necessary (see footnote 8). If the counters are wired to reset 

on a major control break (i.e., not reset on minor), then when a minor 
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total is called for, the counters will transmit to the sllllllllB.I'Y punch 

without resetting, and hence will progressive total automatically. On 

the other hand, if the progressive total device is available (the type 

which is controlled from the plugboard-plate type-can be installed 

without charge) it is more positive to wire it. 

It is necessar,y, in the digiting process, that ever,y digit after the 

first (highest) digit in each column of the multiplier be present. 

That is, if the cards sort on a particular multiplier column into 

pockets 7-6-5-3-1-0, the digiting process will fail unless the tabula

tor is forced to take a control break for digits 4 and 2. It has been 

found convenient in practice to include all digits on each column 

(i.e., in this case forcing digits B and 9 also.) For this purpose a 

dl.UllllliY deck of 10 cards is added to the data cards, each card of the 

d~ deck having one of the 10 digits punched clear across columns 

1-79, and X punched in column BO. The X in column BO suppresses the 

plus input to all counters which add variables, so that the d1lllllllY 

digits in the variable fields do not add, but merely produce, with 

certainty, all 10 control breaks on ever,y column of ever,y variable. 

If several decks are being digited simultaneously, a dummy digit deck 

is inserted in each data deck; the column containing the deck number 

should then have deck numbers on the dummy cards also. If card counts 

are being taken and summary punched, the card count should also be 

suppressed on the x-80 cards so that the x-Bo cards are not counted. 

For &qy variable column in which all 10 digits appear in the data, 
the d1lllllllY cards will pass through the tabulator with no effect what-

soever. 

In all digiting work, it is efficient to have two duplicate sets of 

all cards, so that one set can be sorting while the other is passing 

through the tabulator. In most cases this will insure that the tabu

lator is operating constantly am that idle time of the SUlIIID.alY punch, 

sorter, and operator is kept at a minimum. 

It is a good check to cut the zero SlllIIIIIB.I'Y card in ever,y case. This 

card is not essential to the digiting process, but the information on 

it (simple sums) is usually needed, and every zero summary card must be 

identical if all variables are present on ever,y card. A running check 

to see that the zero cards continue to be identical insures that all 
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components of the machinery remain constant; a loose wire or a mis

placed card flashes an error immediately. 

The summary cards should have cut in them--even at the expense of 

using two or more boards on the tabulator to handle all the variables

the fol101fing information: 

1. The deck number~ if more than one deck is being digited at once. 
The deck number read from the detail cards can be transmitted to the 
summary punch through a counter which is wired to add on major first 
card control. 

2. The digiting digit. Usually every comter group is set to pro
gressive total. The digiting digits can be produced~ h01fever, b,y sub
tracting one (i.e., the card count impulse) in a comter set to oper
ate on minor first card control. This operation will produce the se
quence 9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0 on each 10 summary cards regardless of the 
order in which the cards are actually sorted. Thus, if' cards are inad
vertently taken from the sorter in ascending order, the sequence of 
digiting digits in the summary cards will not reflect ihe error. For 
that reason it is well to cut al.so: 

3. Progressive digiting digit. The particular column being digited 
on is wired to a counter which is controlled to add on minor first 
card control. This counter will then have totals as 1'ol101fSI 9,17,24, 
30,35,39,42,44,45,45. It is sufficient to punch only the units digit 
of this sequence; i.e., 9,7,4,0,5,9,2,4,5,5. Item 3, then is the check 
on correct sorting; provided that it checks out, item 2 can be used, 
for instance, to sort out the zero summary cards. If' the sUlllllal",Y' pUnch 
is equipped with a counter, an additional. check is furnished, inasmuch 
as each pass through the tabulator must produce 10k summary cards, k 
being the number of decks. 

4. Card count. A c01.mter which is controlled to reset on a major 
control break adds the card count impulse on cards which are not 
punched X in column 80. The progressive count of cards is cut on each 
summary card; the only card count which is of interest is that appear
ing on the zero summary card. 

5. Tabulator board number. If, for example, all possible sums of 
products between thirteen 4-digit variable;J are needed, and the var
iables have simple sums of the order of 100, it is necessary to set 
up two tabulator boards (assuming an 80 counter machine) to handle all 
variables. For a smaller counter capacity machine, even more boards 
might be needed. General.ly it is advisable to have the boards as much 
aJ.ike as possible (i.e., same size variables entering the same counter 
groups, nearly equal. numbers of variables on each board, etc). Using a 
digit selector as an emitter, the number of the board can be trans
mitted through the same counter as the deck number (Item 1.) 

6. If the variables run to two or more digits, it is expedient to 
wire a summary punch board for each type 01' digit, as units, tens, 
hundreds, etc., each board having its "II'iring offset one column from 
the previous board. Thus the SUDlllary cards cut from digiting on a tens 
digit will be offset one column (i.e., b,y a factor of 10) from the 
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cards cut on the units digit run. All summar.r cards relating to the 
digiting of one variable may then be added in one run on the tabulator. 
For example, digiting on a ,3-digit variable produces 30 summary cards 
of which 3 (the zero cards) are laid aside. The other 27 can all add 
directly into one counter group on a later tabulator run if this off
setting has been done. It is necessar,y, then, to identifY each summary 
board by emitting into some column a 1 for the units board, 2 for the 
tens board, etc. If the summary punch is not equipped with a gang 
punch emitter, this infonnation may be gang punched by inserting a 
set-up card in front of each group of SUlllllla.l'Y cards as they are cut. 

The digiting process produces all sums of products twice (i.e., 1:XY 

and 1:YX) but each sum of squares only once. It is fairly safe to 

assume that if the two cross products agree in every case, the sums 

of squares are also correct; however, it is better to make an inde

pendent check on the sums of squares, either by digiting again, using 

other counters on the tabulator, or by a calculating punch if one is 

available. If the data is to be used in the product-moment correlation 

formula, there is another check in that the factor X1:X2 - (1:X)' cannot 

be negative. 

If the original data contains missing cells on many of the variables, 

the digiting process loses a great deal of its power. In the extreme 

case, where every variable can have missing cells, using an 8O-counter 

tabulator and each variable having 3 digits with simple sums not over 

6 digits, it is possible to handle only 4 variables at once, including 

the variable being digited. Counter groups must be made available for 

1:X~ (that is, sum of squares on X for those cards on which Y is also 

present), 1:X~, 1:X~, 1:XY, 1:XZ, ~X'Y, card count of active Y, card 

count of active Z, card count of active W (it is assumed that inactive 

X cards are sorted out). The addition of one more variable would 

necessitate counters for ~X~, ~Xl, and the card count, which would 

leave no room on the summary card for arry identifYing information. 

The production of the correlation matrices for 20 variables and 20 

decks, averaging 200 cards apiece, where missing cells must be taken 

into acc'ount, can consume as much as six months time for three machines 

and an operator. 

Mr. John Sheldon, of IBM's New York Technical Service Bureau, has 

suggested an attack on the case of missing cells. The entire problem 

is done by digiting in the usual way, treating every variable as pre-
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sent in evPlq case. Note that there is no need to reserve counter capa.

city for card counts. Then the cards with missing cells (identified, 

sq, by I punches) are sorted out and correction factors calculated on 

sums of squares, sums of c~ss products, and card counts for those 

cards o~. Thus, if the percentage of missing cells for any variable 

is low, as it usually is, the additional calculations caused by missing 

cells will be in direct proportion to that percentage. 

Technical literature (see footnote $) contains many articles on digit

ing. Some of them refer to special techniques for specific problems; 

for example (see footnotes 7, 10), the digiting process can be extended 

to the calculation of such factors 88 2:XY'. 

Castore and Dye (see footnote 6), have described an ingenious modi

fication of the digit1ng process in which the original data is offset 

on separate decks (three decks for three digit variables, etc.) as a 

result of which only one sort is needed for each variable and all 

SUJIIDIal"Y" cards are cut with one control panel. For problems in which all 

the variables have the same number of digits and none of them has miss

ing data, the method they describe has a decided advantage in speed. 

Such a situation is cOlllllon in the calculation of the correlation matrix 

for a factor analysis. 
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Cycling 

3 Cycling and 

Selector Control 

Sequencing of operations on the 416 tabulator is possible to the extent 

of selector capacity, and is used in several important applications. A 

repeating sequence of operations is most often used, and the process is 

sometimes called "cycling." The basic scheme for the operation of the 

selectors can be used on any machine where an impulse to a piCkup hub 

of a selector transfers the selector for the following cycle or cycles, 

but cannot be used on the regular collator selectors, for example, 

which are transferred on the same cycle in which a piCkup impulse is 

received. The 602A has a sequencing capacity of twelve pluggable pro

gram steps. These program steps, or selected ones, can be repeated, 

within the limits of available selectors. The number of repetitions, 

and changes during the successive repetitions, can be controlled by a 

cycling selector scheme. 

Tabulator 

Any impulse which is available every list cycle, such as card count 

or OOI, can be used to control the cycling. If ooI is used, it should 

be wired to a comparing relay, and the unequal impulse wired to the 

selectors. This unequal impulse will be accepted by either the X or D 

pickup hub of a selector. If the card count impulse is used.. it must 

be wired to the D pickup hub. 

Two Qycle or Alternating Selector Scheme 

Card count (or ooI unequal impulse) is wired to the C hub of a class 

selector or X-distributor, out of the NX, hub to the D pickup hub. On 

the first cycle.. the impulse reaches the pickup hub and the selector 

is controlled (transferred) for the following cycle. On the second cycle 

the card count impulse reaches the C hub but is not transmitted from 

the n hub to the pickup hub because the selector is transferred (C is 

internally connected to X instead of NX.) Since no impulse reaches the 

21 
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pickup hub on the second cycle~ the selector returns to normal (C in

ternally connected to NX) for the third cycle. The third cycle is like 

the first cycle. Thus on alternate cycles the selector is transferred; 

on the remaining cycles it is normal. If desired, the X hub of the 

selector can be wired to the pickup hub of a second selector. Then the 

first selector will be transferred on the 2nd, 4th~ ••• cycles, and the 

second selector will be transferred on the 3rd~ 5th, ••• cycles. 

v v V 'LI V '-' V V""" "'" v-v v v v v v v 
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A series of three selectors is needed. The 

controlling impulse is wired to the C hub of 

the third selector; the NX hub of selector 3 
is wired to the C hub of selector 2; NX of 

selector 2 is wired to the C hub of selector 

1. The NX hub of this selector is wired to 

its own X or D pickup hub, depending on the 

timing of the input impulse. The X hub of 

selector 1 is wired to the pickup hub of 

selector 2, and the X hub of selector 2 to 

the pickup hub of'selector 3. On cycle 1, 

none of the selectors is transferred and 

eTHACT IINIT PO CONTHOL 

the controlling impulse passes through the 

chain of C-NX connections, out of the NX hub 

of selector 1 and impulses the pickup hub of 

selector 1. On cycle 2, selector 1 is trans

ferred and the controlling impulse passes 
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through the C-NX connections ot selectors 3 and 2, through the C-X con

nection ot selector 1 to the pickup hub of selector 2. On cycle 3, 

selector 2 is transferred and the controlling impulse passes through 

the C-Nt connection of selector 3, the C-X connection of selector 2 to 

the pickup hub of selector 3. On cycle 4, selector 3 is transferred 

and the controlling impulse is not used. On cycle 5, all selectors are 

normal and the pattern begins again. 

Counter controls, such as plug to C impulses, can be controlled 

through other positions of the same selectors if ten position selec

tors, or three position X-distributors, are used to set up the cycling. 

U single position X-dirlributors are used, the impulses to the pickup 

hubs can be split wired to pick up another set of selectors. The plug 

to C impulse for counter control must be wired through the series of 

selectors starting with the larl in the chain in a manner similar to 

the selector controlling impulse above. On the first cycle the plug to 
C impulse passes through the C-NX connections of the third, second, 

and first selectors and is taken from the NX hub of the first to a 

T!VE LIST CTRL r-------r--r---SE LECTORS-----,...------. 
r1>D,..., x NX C X 
v-v 0 0,0 0 

CARD CONTROL 
.~ ~ 0 020 0 

0I~ 0 0.0 0 
v-v 0 0 4 0 0 

45 . x 
o coo 050 0 

45 

o 0 0 0 060 0 

o 0 

WIRE TO"C "'------, 

o 
o 
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counter as desired. On the second c,ycle, the plug to C impulse passes 

through the C-NX connections ot the third and second selectors and 

through the C-X connection of the first selector. On the third cycle, 

the impulse is available £rom the X hub of the second selector, and on 

the fourth cycle, from the X hub of the third selector. 

Other methods ot selector control for cycling are possible. For 

examples 

Four cycle scheme 

using two selectors 

Method (due to Paul 

Herget) ot obtaining 

either three or six 

cycles, using three 

selectors. The change 

ot one wire from A to 

B changes from three 

to six cycle(J. 

602A Repeating Program Steps 

x 
0-0 

o 
o 060 060 0 

If several iterations are needed to ca.lculate one value, or if sever

al results are to be calculated on one card by like operations but 

using different amounts, it is possible to set up one sequence ot oper

ations on the control panel and repeat the sequence as many times as 

needed, selecting the necessary factors for each repetition from stor

age. If it is an iteration problem, the sequence may have to be repeate4. 

an indefinite number of t:iJnes until two successive results agree to a 

specified degree ot accuracy. 

It should be noted here that program 12 must be used in order to re

peat any program steps, and that program 1 will automatically follow 
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program 12 if no impulse reaches the Read hub signalling for a new card 

feed cycle. (Program 1 can be skipped only after a read cycle.) For ex

ample" it is not possible to skip directly from program 5 to program 1, 

nor is it possible to skip from program 12 to program ,. 

In maqy problems the factors for the first sequence of operations can 

be set up on the read cycle and the factors for the repetitions can be 

set up on program 1. Program 1 is skipped after the read cycle, pro

grams 2 on are used for the sequence of operations up to the last step 

in the sequence. The last step is planned for program 12 and the un

necessary programs between the next to last step and program 12 are 

skipped. 

One Repetition of Sequence 
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As the machine passes through program 12 on the first sweep, a pilot 

selector pickup hub is impulsed. A:ny impulse later than 500 (a pro

gram exit cannot be used) such as the digit impulse (800-3600 ) (hubs 

B, 18-20) wired through the C-T connection of a coselector picked up 

on program 12, is wired through the C-N connection of a pilot 

selector to its own C or X pickup hub. The selector will be transferred 

near the end (3550 ) of the same cycle, and will remain transferred un

till the end of the next read cycle if a read drop out impulse is used 

to drop out the selector. When the machine reaches program 12 the sec

ond time, the digit impulse wired through the C-T connection of the 

pilot selector reaches the Read hub. Further sequencing is stopped, and 

the following cycle is a read cycle. 

An al.teration in a repeated program step can be controlled through 

the same selector. Suppose it is necessary to read out of storage unit 

2R on cycle 1 of the first sequence and out of storage Unit 3R on the 

repetition of cycle 1. ,. program 1 exit impulse can be wired to the C 

hub of the selector, from the N hub to 2R Read Out, and from the T hub 

to 3R Read Out. 

Repeating a Sequence Three Times (Four Cycles) 

A chain of three pilot selectors is used. The digit impulse is 

selected on program 12 by wiring through the C-T connection of a 

coselector picked up by the couple exit of program 12. The T hub of 

the coselector is w.ired to the C hub of the last pilot selector to be 

picked up, the N hub of this third selector to the C hub of the second, 

the N hub of the second to the C hub of the first, and the N hub of the 

first to the D or X pickup hub of the first selector. The T hub of the 

second to the pickup hub of the third. 

The first time program 12 is taken, none of the selectors is trans

ferred and the digit impulse reaches the pickup hub of the first selec

tor from the N hub of the first selector, transferring the selector at 

the end of program l2. The second time program 12 is taken, the digit 

impulse passes from the T hub of the first selector to the pickup hub 

of the second selector. On the third program l2, the digit impulse 

passes from the T hub of the second selector to the pickup hub of the 

third selector. On the fourth program 12, the third selector is trans-
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ferred, and the digit impulse or a program 12 exit is taken through the 

C-T connection to the Read hub to suspend further programming. The 

pilot selectors are returned to normal by read drop out impulses. 

Four Cycle ScheD18 
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The second positions of the same selectors, or pOsitions or coselec

tors picked up by the couple exits of the pilot selectors, can be simi

larly used to select different factors on each repetition of a parti

cular program step. The program exit is wired through the chain of 

selectors, starting with the third; from the N hub of the first to the 

read out hub of the storage unit needed on the first sequence, then 

from the T hub of the first selector to the read out hub of the stor

age unit needed on the first repetition of the program step, from T 
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hub of the second se:Lector to the read out hub of the storage unit need. 

ed on the second repetition and from the T hub of the third selector to 
the read out hub of the storage unit needed on the third. repetition. 

Cycling principles are shown in use in problems of multiplication 

and division in the diagrams in Chapter 9. 

As in the case of the tabulator, the number of repetitions possible 

is dependent on the number of pilot selectors available. Coselectors 

cannot be used because they transfer on the sane cycle in which a 

pickup impulse is received and retum to normal. at the end of the cycle. 

Selector Control-4l6 

Controlled Pickup and Drop out of a Selector 

Ex., Pickup after 119 card passes lower brushes and drop out after 

180 card passes lower brushes. 

An auxiliary I-distrlbutor is used. The 1£1 hub is wired to a com

paring relay. The unequal impulse is wired through the normal. (C-NX) 

side of this distributor, then through the transferred (C-I) side ot 
the class selector which is to be controlled, to the X pickup hub' of 

that selector. The 001 impulse cannot reach the pickup hub of the 

class selector until the selector has been transferred once by another 

source. Lower brush 79 is wired to the I pickup hub, and transfers the 

selector after an 179 card has been read at the lower brushes. On the 

next cycle the 1£1 impulse passes through the C-X cOWlection to the 

same I pickup hub and transfers the selector for the following cycle. 

On the following cycle the 1£1 impulse again reaches the pickup hub, 

etc. The process continues until an 180 card passes the lower brushes. 

Upper brush 80 is wired to the X pickup hub of the X-distributor and 

I-distributor is transferred as the X80 card passes the lower brushes. 

The 1£1 impulse cannot get through the C-NX connection, and no impulse 

reaches the pickup hub of the class selector. Therefore, the selec

tor will be in its normal position on the following cycle. On this 

cycle the UC1 impulse passes through the C-NX connection of the x
distributor but cannot get through the C-I class selector connection. 
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Therefore, the selector remains normal until a new X79 card. puses 

the lower brushes. 

29 



4 Bivariate Tables 

and Differencing 

A bivariate distribution between two single-digit variables can be pro

duced readily on a counting sorter. The deck is sorted on one variable 

and the distribution into the pockets of the sorter is kept distinct. 

Then each pocket is counted on the other variable; the reading of the 

counters for each run being recorded. The method does not extend readily 

to variables with a greater range. 

If many such distributions are to be made, the work is more readily 

carried out on the tabulator. The deck is sorted on one variable; minor 

control is taken on that variable. The controlling variable here can be 

of any size. The other variable is distributed through a digit selector. 

Selectors are picked up for each possible digit, and through them the 

c.c. impulse is taken to counters controlled to add on every card. With 

a full size tabulator, it is possible to distribute two columns com

pletely, even with only 22 selectors, since the ones from the digit se

lector can be taken to counters directly. It is necessary, however, to 

make sure that the first card does not contain ones (or always precede 

the deck with a blank card), since the counters will not add when the 

first card is still at the upper brushes. 

Making bivariate distributions on the tabulator has the decided ad

vantage that the variables may be broken into convenient class intervals. 

The digits of the controlling variable may be grouped by inserting X 

cards for control, rather than controlling directly on the digits them

selves; the digits of the distributed variable may be grouped bywir

ing together groups of hubs of the digit selector. 

If the distributed variables have a smaller range, it may oe possi

ble to distribute three or more columns at once. For example, if these 

variables have a range of only 1 to 3, the columns can be matched a

gainst 1, 2, and 3, from the emitter through the comparing relays, an:! 

as many as 6 columns can be distributed at once. 

If the variables to be distributed have a greater range, say 1 to 

20, one variable can be distributed by running each digit of the two 
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through a separate digit selector, picking up selectors for all possi

ble digits, and running the c.c. impulse through these selectors in the 

proper way to counters. 

For even greater range on the distributed variables, it is necessar,y 

to sort on the two variables in turn, and control on both of them and 

take a card count between minor breaks, which will then give the dis

tribution. See also notes in Chapter 8, page 47. 

Differencing 

Differencing is a process of checking. For a rational integral func

tion, the differences corresponding to the degree of the polynomial are 

constant; for other functions, some order of differences will be sensi

bly constant. For example, a table 01' cubes will have third differences 

constant: 

1 6 

7 

8 12 

19 

27 18 

37 

64 24 

61 

125 30 

91 

216 36 

127 

343 

While a table of 3-place square 

small and sensibly constant; 

n v~ L\ 

7 2.646 
.182 

8 2.828 
.172 

9 3.000 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

roots will have second differences 

~ .• 010 

- .010 
.000 
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.162 + .()(U 
10 3.162 - .007 - .001 

.155 
11 3.317 

.147 
- .008 .003 

12 3.464 - .005 
.142 .001 

13 3.606 - .006 
.~36 .001 14 3.742 - .005 
.131 

15 3.873 

First (algebraic) differences can be produced on the tabulator (see 

Chapter 9, page 77) using two counters and a cycling scheme of two cy

cles. Assuming that the differences are formed by subtracting from the 

nth card the value on the (n - l)st card, the first counter should sub

tract on the first card, add on the second card, and then print (or 

8\1111111.at'y punch) a total. The second counter should sub:trac:t on the second 

card, add on the third card, and then read out a total. The system then 

repeats, so that every other total (i.e., difference) is produced in one 

counter. The tabulator will take a total cycle for each card, and will 

print differences at the rate of 75 per minute or summa.ry punch 30 per 

minute. 

Second differences (page 18) are calculated as follows, if consecu

tive table values are denoted by a,b,c,d,e, etc., the difference arr., 
appears as shown below, and the second differences are built up 

in rotation in four different counters. A 4-cyc1e cycling scheme is set 

up. In the first counter c and a are added, a being read from the upper 

brushes. The term - 2b is produced by subtracting b as the b card passe. 

both upper and lower brushes. 

Higher order differences may be calculated 

(A) 
a 

b - a 
b c - 2b +a 

c - b 
c d - 2c +b 

d - c 
d e - 2d +c 

e e - d f - 2e +d 
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t - e 
f g - 2t +e 

g-t 
g h - 2g +t 

h-g 
h 

directly in counters on the tabulator by a process of building them up 

from higher order differences (E. C. Yowell, Sixth Differences on the 

405, Proceeding of the Research Forum, 1948.) or may be calculated by 

taking first and second differences on the summary cards from a previous 

run in the process described above. 



5 Chi-Squared Analysis 
When a great many contingency tables of a uniform format are to be test

ed for association and independence by the chi-square test, an efficient 

calculation routine can be set up on punched cards, using a calculating 

punch, and a tabulator and SIlJlllllB.l"Y punch. 

The calculation proceeds entirely from the observed frequencies. The 

method can be extended to tables of almost any size, but proceeds best 

with tables 5 x n or less. The chi-square value for the entire table is 

calculated; individual chi-square contributions from each cell may be 

exihibited if desired. For convenience, an example is carried through 

here of a 4 x 4 table. 

27 80 70 10 

Table No. 273 35 75 75 20 

31 70 81 9 

21 63 81 19 

The table as shown is punched in four IBM cards. Assuming less than 

1000 such tables, of various sizes, to be computed simultaneously, we 

reserve columns 1-3 of the card for the table number (punched on all 

four cards). In column 4 the row number is punched; in this case run

ning from 1 to 4 on the four cards. Subsequent columns must be reserved 

for the greatef't cell frequency which occurs in any one table. If no 

cell frequency exceeds 99, the columns of the table will be punched in 

cQlumns 5-7, 8-10, ll-13, 14-16, 17-19 of the cards. Three card columns 

are used, since the tabular column totals will probably be three-digi t 

numbers. Note that provision is made here for 5 tabular columns. Since 

our sample table is 4 x 4, columns 17-19 of the cards are either punched 

000 or left blank. Blank columns are preferable, to avoid possible con

fusion with a true zero cell frequency. 

The cards should now be subjected to some form of Verification, ei

ther with an IBM verifier, or by repunching and comparing, or by print-

34 
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ing am reading back against the original data. 

From this point on the calculation is complete:Qr mechanical. 

step 2. Sum t.be cards on t.be tabulator and out sUlE817 cards, show
ing the table number in columns 1-3, an X in column 4, and totals in co
lumns 5-7, 8-10, 11-13, 14-16, 17-19, and the card count in 79-80. If 
the cell frequencies are high, or t.be number of rows is high, it ma.v be 
necessary to allow for four-digit totals or more, in which case the co
lumns on the row cards should agree with the columns reserved for the 
totals. 

Step 3. The row cards and column total cards are now "crossfooted" on 
the calculating punch, producing in columns 20-23 the row totals and the 
sum of the cells of the table. 

In our example, the sUlllll8.l7 card would be punched. 273 1 m 288 307 
058 000, and the crossfooting operation puts the numbers 0187, 0205, 
0191, 0184, 0767 in columns 20-23 of the five cards. 

step 4. The cards with X in column 4 are now sent through the calcu
lator separate:Qr and the tabular column totals are changed to percent
ages ot the grand total. In our example, we want the decimal fractions 
for 114/767, 288/161, 307/761, and 053/167 punched in the total cards, 
in columns 24-29, 30-35, 36-41, 42-47; and columns 48-53 reserved for 
tables 5 x n, will be punched 000,000. 

Step 5. The total cards are now sorted ahead ot the row oards by ta
ble nUllber. The cards again pass through the calculating punch} the 
fractions computed in step 4 are used as group multifliers and the row 
totals on the row cards are the multiplicands. an each row card, then, 
will appear the theoretical frequencies. In our example, on card 1, the 
first theoretical frequency is 27.19400, which is punched 27.19. All 
theoretical frequencies are carried to two decimal places, the rounding 
being dODe by the machine by adding 5 in the third place, which is then 
dropped. The theoretical frequencies are punched in the row cards in CO
lumns 24-27, 28-31, 32-35, 36-39, and 40-43. 

Step 7. The row cards now have both the observed am theoretical fre
quencies punched in them. In ODe run through the calculator, we obtain 
the fiTe chi-square values. See laboratory exercise number 9. 

, (f., - f,) 2 

x = --I~-

either punching all five or accumulating them in a counter and punching 
the sum of the five values for the row. (It is assumed that cell fre
quencies are sufficient:Qr large to obviate the need for continuity cor
rections.) 

step 8. If the individualx'valuss were punched, it is necessa,r.y to 
insert a cross-tooting operation later. Let us assume that oIll1" -the x' 
for the whole row was punched. The cards are now summed on the tabulator 
the ~x' being punched on the 1-4 sUJlllll8ry cards, which are sent through 
the sUJllllllll7 punch in the s.. order they were removed in step 6. 

step 9. A listing is made on the tabulator of the 8UIIIIIIal7 cards, show-
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ing the table number, the x' , and R minus 1, and C minus 1. The lattazo 
figures are obtained as follows: the card count in columns 79-80 is the 
number of rows in the table. Taking this through a digit selector, each 
digit picks up a selector which selecta from the emitter a number one 
less, to print R minus 1. The totals which were punched in step 2 are 
sent to one side of five sets of comparing relays, and the unequal iJa,. 
pulses pick up selectors. These selectors also sift out the proper nu.
bers from the emitter, to print. For example, our sample table here i. 
4 x 4. One total field, then, will be zeros; namely, colUllills 17-19. 
There will then be four unequal impulses, and just one selector will re
main normal. Through the normal side of this selector we run a 3 from 
the emitter, to print C minus 1 • 3. 

For a very large number of tables it would be expedient at this POint 

to cut new s1.lJllllla.r:f cards with R minus 1, and C minus. 1 on them, multipq 

them together for degrees of freedom, and print them together for de

grees of freedom, for ease in referring to the )(~ table. 

It has been found efficient to calculate the x' values as outlinecl 

here for groups of 100 tables or more. For less than 100 tables, desk 

calculation is faster and easier, since the punched card routine calla 

for four rather complicated 602A panels and two tabulator panels. 

For the case where R • C • 2 and the two row totals are equal, the 

formula for x' , including Yates' correction for continuity, reduces to 

2 N(I a - c I - I)' 
X = -(;--+0(b +d) 

and. may be calculated completely in one pass through the 602A. The dia

gram is shown in Chapter 9. 

The floating decimal, all-purpose setup of the card programmed cal

culator, described in Chapter 10, allows for the calculation of Chi

squared directly from the values of the contingency table. Tables a8 

large as 6 x 7 can be handled in one smooth pass, when two 941 storage 

units are available. 

It is, of course, necessary to punch the tabular data, one cell per 

card, in the floating decimal notation. However, analysis on the CPC 

lends itself to handling a few tables efficiently. 



6 Random Sampling 
A problem of frequent occurrence in the 8II8l.l computing service is that 

of selecting a random sample of size n from a population of N punched 

cards. 

Jlethod 1. For N of the order of' SOO 8lld n of the order of lOO, the 
simplest scheme is to use N cards from a master deck of random digit 
cards, bearing, stq, 40 Z'8l1dom digits per card, the cards being seri
ally numbered from 1 to N. SortiDg on sufficient columns of the random 
digits w111 effective:q scramble the cards. A llst1Dg is then made of' 
the first n of them, sorted in order on serial number. This list can be 
used to pull the desired sample by hand. With this _thod, the B cards 
of the population are not even handled until the drawing is made. 

Jlethod 2. For larger populations it is mre efficient to use the B 
cards themselves. If' blank colUIIDS are available, the quickest _thod 18 
to machine random dig! ts onto the B cards and use thea, through sorting, 
as a _ana of scrambling the population; the f'irst n cards are then the 
sample. 

Method 3. If nO blank columns are available, but the B cards are ser
isl:q numbered, the first B cards of the random digit master deck IIItq be 
scrambled by sorting on aJV" convenient colwans. The first n are selected 
atter scrambling and sorted in order on serial number. The collator can 
then be used to match the decks on serial number. The random digit deck 
will fall in pocket 2, from the primary feed; the sample will fall in 
pocket 3, from the secoI¥iary feed; rejected population cards will f'all 
in pocket 4. 

Method 4. If the B cards are complete:q punched and not serial:q nus
bered, a sample can still be dr8lfll provided the collator is equipped 
with the counting device and the gaps between selected cards do not ex
ceed 99. The sample is selected by scrambling N cards of' the random di
g! t deck as before and ordering the first n cards atter scrambling. The 
o random digit cards are then sent through the tabulator, wired to com
pute first differences on the serial numbers, which are SUJDal"Y punched 
in a new deck. This deck then bears on it the gaps between successive 
cards to be pulled. The collator can then be wired to select that card 
of the population dictated by the number of the gap. To be explicit, 1£ 
the n random digit cards have serial numbers 7, 19, 23, 39 ••• , first 
differences, starting with zero, would be 7, 12, 4, 16 ••• , which would 
appear on successive gap cards. The collator then selects the seventh 
card, the twelfth card atter that (which is the nineteenth card), the 
fourth card atter that, and. so on. 

This last method is useful also when the B cards are serial:q Il\1m

bered but unavoidable gaps in the numbering are present. 

Method 5. The IBII sorter manual (number 52-31n-O) still lists a 
37 
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collating device available on an 080 sorter, which can effectively 
scramble cards. It operates on the cards without the brush, seooing 
them into consecutive pockets in rotation, the number of pockets beiDa 
controlled by an external dial. This device is no longer available, but 
1IlB3 be at some future tUle. Cards can be scrambled by sending them out 
to, sq, 7 pockets with the device. At random intel'9'als each pocket 18 
emptied am re-inserted into the hopper as the machine runs. After &D¥ 
particular card has made several trips through the machine (the number 
of pockets being changed from t:ime to time) the cards are considered 
scrambled and the first n cards constitute a random sample. 

Method 6. Another method which, given H, aims at producing a given 
percentage sample with allOll'ance for normal. variation during sampling, 
is best described by an example. Suppose that a sample of 10 per cent 
is desired from a population of 6,340 cards. Using the collator, all 
cards having numbers less than 634 in aqy 3 columns of the random digit 
cards (using the first 6,340 cards of the random digit deck) are selec
ted. These cards are then ordered on their serial numbers and used as & 
controlling deck in mother collator run to match with the population 
cards. 

Method 7. As a variation of method 4, the deck of random numbers 
might be used to create the sequence of gaps directly, without diffe~ 
encing. For example, if a 10 per cent sample is to be drawn from a pap
ulation of 6,340 cards, 634 gaps are needed. These gaps must have an 
arlthme"tic mean of 10. Hence gaps of 9 and. 11 will balance; also 8 am 
12, and so on. Since the lowest possible gap is 1, the highest possible 
is 19. Thus from 6340 cards of the rmdom digit deck, all cards having 
19 or less on aI\Y two columns of the ramom dig! ts will provide the 
gaps. Note that in this method the sample size is not fixed; moreover 
the method of sampling is not too good, since the possible gaps are held 
under twenty. This method has, however, the advantage of great speed. 

Random Digits 

The rmdom digit deck used at the University of Wisconsin consisting 

of 10,000 cards, each having 40 random digits, was constructed in two 

parts. The first 1700 cards were keypunched directly from the first 

68,000 digits of Kendall and B. Babington Smith's table "Tracts for Co .. 

puters" No. XXIV (see footnote 5). The other 8300 cards were produced on 

the tabulator-summary punch by a chaining process described by Horton 

and Smith (see footnote 3). 

Horton shows in his paper that the addition of random sets of digiti 

modulo 10, without carry-over, results in a new random set. In fact, it 

the generating sets have a bias BWB¥ from randomness, the generated set 

will test better for randomness. He suggests a chain of ten in this pro

cess. Twenty columns from the random digit cards already produced can b4t 
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read into counters on the tabul.ator. For the small counters, one column 

only can be added :Ln each counter, to avoid carry-over. In the eight 

wheel counters, two columns can be added at the extreme wheels, since 

the carry-over 1'rom the units wheel cannot build up to the eighth wheel 

until some 200,000 cards have passed through the machine (the chaining 

is done progressivelJr). The tabulator is set to take a total at con

venient intervals (11' the generating cards are seriallJr numbered, minor 

control breaks can be taken on the tens digit 01' the serial number), and 

a sUJllllal"Y card is cut in twenty columns. A second run is required 1'or 

another twenv columns, reading a di1'1'erent twenty columns :Ln the gen

erating cards. 

li' the process 01' generating random digits is to be demonstrated, it 

is more dramatic to use random digits on the cards to dictate when the 

control breaks should be taken, inasmuch as they will then appear at 

more or less random intervals and the tabulator will appear to be making 

up its own mind. 11' a random digit is 1'ed into the le1't hand wheel 01' a 

counter, a CI impulse is produced, on the average, every 2.2 cards. 11' 

two such CI impulses, produced independently, pick up selectors, an im

pulse can get througll both of them to the minor control hub every 4.84 
cards on the average. Three selectors in chain will lead to a minor con

trol break every tenth card, though the breaks may come 1'aster or slower 

at random. 

Testing Random Digits 

M. G. Kendall and B. Babington Smith have proposed four tests 1'or lo

cal randomess to be applied to ~ set of supposedlJr random digits (see 

footnote 2). 

The frequency test consists 01' the lO-way distribution 01' the ten 

possible digits, with theoretical 1'requencies 01' 10 per cent 1'or each 

digit. 

The serial test consists of the l00-way distribution 01' the two-digit 

combinations, taken in the same order as that in which the table is to 

be used. Theoretical frequencies are 1 per cent for each combination. 

The gap test consists 01' the distribution of the gaps between (us

uallJr) successive zeros in the table. Theoretically, this distribution 

has a mean of 10. 
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The trequency distribution of the gaps is tested against the the

oretical, using the chi-square test. Thus, the probability ot a gap of 

one is 1/10; that of a gap of two is 9/100; that ot a gap ot three is 
2 9 /1000, etc. 

The poker test consists ot the distribution ot 4-digit combinations 

of digits, separated into the five possible poker Jlhands"-four of a ' 

kind, three of a kind, two pair, one pair, and none alike. 

Chapter 9 shows the method of applying the poker test mechanically, 

using a tabulator, to a punched deck of random digits. 

The other three tests ot Kendall and Babington Smith 1118¥ also be ap

plied mechanically. (See Mathematical Tables and Other Aids to Computa

tion, October 1950, p. 244). 
A tirth test of local randomness has been proposed, especiaJ.ly tor 

testing random digits to be used in the so-called Monte Carlo method. 
2 This is the d test, in which groups of random digits are taken to be 

coordinates of points randomly located in the square having vertices 

(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1). The probability that the distance between 

two such points shall be less than an arbitrary distance can be com

puted; hence the distribution of distances computed on each card ot' a 

deck can be tested against the theoretical. In practice, twelve random 

digits from each card are selected to represent the four coordinates of 

two points (three digits being used to represent one coordinate). 

It is generally a matter of some interest as to how a table of ran

dom digits is constructed. 

1. The obvious method is that of drawing numbered objects from an 
urn. This is not only inetticient, requiring great patience to construct 
even a modest table of a tew thousand digits, but the resulting table 
would probably not satisfY tests for randomness. As Karl Pearson says in 
his forward to Tippett's table: (see footnote 1) 

"Drawing balls or tickets from a bag or urn, however pleasing in 
theory to the mathematician, trancends the powers of the practical at ... 
tistician ••• Practical experience has demonstrated that it is impossible 
to mix the balls or shuffle the tickets between each draw adequately. 
The dice of commerce are always loaded, however imperceptibly... In 
short, tickets and cards, balls and beads fail in large scale random 
sampling tests; it is as ditficult to get artiricially true random sam
ples as it is to sample effectively a cargo of coal or of barley." 

2. More or less random statistical information, such as the last 
three digits of the population tigures in census tracts, could be listed. 
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This was the source of data for Tippett's table (see footnote 1). Much 
the same objections to such a table can be made as in (1). 

3. Kendall and Babington Smith (see footnote 2) set up a spinning 
wheel having ten equal sectors. The wheel was rotated rapidly in the 
dark, and illuminated at random time intervals, and the uppermost num
bered sector recorded. This method is considerably faster, and the re
sults are quite good. 

4. The essence of method 3 is the random time interval. Whereas Ken
dall and Babington Smith achieved this by human means (an electric con
denser was charged by moving a st,rlus at random over a maze of wires; 
the periodic discharge of the condenser illuminated the disc), it has 
been suggested that the random "noise" inherent in a vacuum tube be u
tilized for the same purpose. Alternatively, the random discharge of a 
Geiger tube, energized by str~ cosmic rays, could be used. In all these 
methods, the human element involved in reading the spinning disc can be 
avoided b,y having the disc itself act as a distributor of an electric 
impulse, the output of the distributor going directJ.y to a keypunch, if' 
the impulse is amplified with a rel~. 

5. Horton and Smith (see footnote 3) have shown that an;y random sets, 
added together without carry-over, will result in a new random set. (See 
a previous section of this chapter.) USing Horton's scheme, any small 
table of random digits, no matter how constructed, can be expanded al
most indefinitely. 

6. If two 6-digit random numbers be multiplied together, the inner 
six digits of the product form a new random number. Thus, given A and 
B, two 6-digit random numbers, we can construct C; using B and C we can 
construct D, and s9 on~ The sequence is not infinite; it will eventually 
degenerate, as groups of zero endings appear. However, the point at 
which the sequence degenerates ~ be del~ed considerably by combining 
this process, due to Mauchly (see footnote 4), with that of Horton. At 
each stage, the three numbers involved may be added together wihout 
carr,y-over, to produce the next element in the sequence. Thus, given A 
and B, the product C is added to A and B and the sum is punched as the 
next element, Ct. Then the process repeats, using B and C' whose product, 
D, is added to B and C' to produce D'. For example: 

A 123456 

B 9 8 7 654 

C 931 812 

C' 9 3 1 8 1 2 

D 307 849 

D' 1 1 5 2 0 5 etc. 

7. Many cr,yptographic deVices, which are designed to transform a 
highly skewed distribution (English plain text) into a random, perfectly 
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rectangular distribution (cipher text), could, merely through the modi_ 
fication of converting them from modul.o 26 devices to modul.o 10 de
vices, function as random digit generators. In fact, they are random di
git generators, base 26, as they stand; Horton showed how the results 
can be converted to random digits base 10. 

8. John von Neumann has suggested natural numbers (e.g., 1r , e, V2 ) 
as a source of random digits. 
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7 Miscellaneous 

Operating Hints 

General: Identification ot Cards 

When more than one set of cards is involved in a problem, each set 

should be positively identified. Although sets can be visually' identi

fied by color, card fom, etc., it is :important to identif;y them by 

punches, usu.aJ.ly X punches. Rather than identi..t'y one set by the lack of 

an X, it is much sater to identify each set with an X in SOlie column. 

When decks are separated after an interspersed operation, it will then be 

possible to sight through the identifying punch in each deck. It is also 

safer for purpose of in8tructiDg the machines to control on the presence 

of an X rather than the lack of it. 

Because the machines can fail to read a punch, a set of cards is some

times identified by X punches in two columns, and the two columns split 

wired to pick up selectors. 

Tabulator: Back Circuits Through the SUP Bus 

On a 405 (or bl6) tabulator, when a control field, which is Us ted 

on the first card ot a control group, contains numeric information plus 

Y's, which are to list as the special characters on the type bars, se

lec tors m.ust be used in the wiring to avoid a back cireui t through the 

"subtract unit position control" bus bar. It the lower brushes were 

wired to list ent17 hubs, all the lower brushes would be common through 

the SUP bus and the machine would list special characters in all posi

tions which are wired to list. The proper wiring is through selectors; 

colllllOn to type bars; normal to lower brushes; and transterred to SUP. 

Incidentally, though back cireui ts are COJlllllOtl enough in wiring, it is 

difficul t to produce a good one for demonstration purposes. TIds is one 

such. 

General 

For identifying various decks of cards, three t)'pes of serial number

ing otter di.!ferent advantages. 
43 
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Decimal numbering has the advanta6e of familiarity. 

Duodecimal numbering offers more efficient use of card columns, es

pecially on large decks. The number of columns needed goes up by powers 

of 12; that is, two columns are needed to number up to 144, three col_ 

umns to 1728, etc. Moreover, when sorting on the serial numbers, the 

sorter utilizes 12 pockets. It doesn't run aqy faster, but it runs lon

ger before a pocket fills up. 

If cards in a deck are punched with digits of useable data on all 80 

columns, the deck can still be serially numbered with a binary numbering 

system, which needs only X and Y punches. (In theory, binary numbering 

could be effected with only XIS, the absence of an X being the zero of 

the system. However, it is more positive to have a hole in every column). 

If both X and Y are used, on the other hand, additional wiring is needed 

to distinguish X from Y. This can be effected by matching in comparing 

relays against XIS or Y's from a digit selector used as an emitter. A· 

binary numbering system will number up to card 2N on N columns. Sorting 

is highly inefficient, and a master list may be needed for ready refer_ 

ence to convert to the familiar decimal notation. 

A master deck of random digits is probably the best place to ·fi1e 

serial. numbering systems. If the deck of 10,000 cards bears 40 random 

digits per card, 4 columns will number it decimally, 4 columns are need

ed for duodecimal numbering, and 14 columns are needed for binary number

ing. 

Sorter: Mixed Alpha and Numberic Sorting 

If a column on a deck of cards bears mixed alphabetic and numeric in

formation, the normal order of sorting (first on the digits zero to 9, 
then on the zones 12, 11, zero) will result in the cards being in the 

order l,2,3, ••• 9,A,B, ••• I,J,K, ••• R,zero,S,T, ••• Z. The numeric zeros are 

out of sort, due to their sorting both as a field and a .zone. 

Correct order can be obtained in one of two ways. The usual sorting 

procedure outlined above can be followed, and the numeric zeros moved 

from the bottom of the zero pocket after the second sort to the front 

of the deck. 

A more mechanical scheme would be to lock out the zero pocket on the 

first (field) sort. The numeric zeros then fall in the reject pocket, 
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where they may be left during the zone sort. 

Tabulator 

selective Listing (Suppress Spacing) 

Suppose it is desired to selective list only those cards having an 

X-7l and also NX-35. (The other 3 possibilities should not list: X-7l 

and X-35; NX-71~ X-35; NX-7l~ NX-35.) It is desireablet.o suppress extra 

spacing on the X-71~ X-35 cards.' 

X-7l is wired to selective list X, 
X-35 is wired to hammerlock X~ 

and the switch set to X-suppression. Long hammerlock levers are raised 

in the proper fields. 

X-35 picks up a selector also~ through w'lich an SUP impulse is wired 

from the transferred side to UP-SP~ which suppresses spacing after an 

x-35 card. 

Counting Specified Number of Cards 

The 416 will count out a desired number of cards automatically by the 

following procedure: 

Feed the reciprocaJ. of the number to be counted from the DSC-emi tter 

to a counter, and the CI impulse of that counter direct to minor con

trol. Do not clear that counter, on minor total (the machine would then 

oscillate). For example, if a minor total is wanted every seventh card, 

a 6-wheel counter is wired 142858 from the emitter (note that one is ad

ded to make the sum unity after seven cards). The error will creep over 

after lOO~OOO groups, and can therefore usually be disregarded. 

Minor Last Card Control 

If a great many five-card decks are to be checked for the presence of 

an X on the last card of each deck~ then with minor control on deck n~ 

ber, what is needed is the card count of the X cards, using last card 

control. Suppose that the X is in column 72; wired from LB to a selector. 

Last card control is effected by picking up a selector (digit hub) by the 

unequal impulse wilich dictates minor control. The card count impulse goes 

through the transferred side of both selectors (laced) and can reach a 

counter only if the X in column 72 is on the last card. Another counter 
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is controlled to add the card count impulse on all X-72 cards to insure 

that each deck has only one X-72 card. 

The same result could be achieved by running the deck backwards; i.e., 

by putting the decks in the machine face up. Then first card control 

would do~ using the usual minor first card control hub. However, the 

method outlined above is useful if other checking operations are to take 

place at the same time, and it is necessary to run the decks in the nor_ 

mal order. 

The method outlined will, of course, work as well for intermediate or 

major last card control. 

Cards to Test Tabulator Boards 

Two cards are punched as followSI 

Card 1: Columns 1-9 zeros 

Columns 10-19 ones 

Columns 20-29 twos 

Columns 30-39 threes 

Columns 40-49 fours 

Columns 50-59 fives 

Columns 60-69 sixes 

Columns 70-79 sevens 

Columns ~O eight 

Card 2: punched cyclically with the ten digits; i.e., 1,2, 

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,O,1,2,3~ ••• 7,8,9,O. (That is, each column of card 1 is 

punched with the tens digit of the column number; each column of card. 2 

is punched with the units digit of the column number.) 

These two cards, when listed or added, will print the column identi

fication on two lines of all columns wired to list or add. For example, 

if a field in columns 28-29-30-31-32 is wired to .list, the tabulator will 

print; 

2 2 3 3 J 
8 9 1 2 

The zero of 30 will not normally list. 

Producing Multiplication Tables 

It is not unusual for a simple multiplication table to be needed in 
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research; for example, the first 100 IIII1ltip1es of the numbers from 2137 

to 2140. A printed list of all 1000 of these numbers can be produced on 

the tabulator by wiring the ten base numbers to separate counters from 

a digit selector used as an emitter, by feeding a UCI impulse into DSC. 

All counters add every card total, clearing on major. A minor total is 

taken every card cycle by wiring the c.c. impulse to a comparing unequal 

impulse to minor control. All counters are wired to print totals on a 

minor control break. If an eleventh counter progressive totals the card 

count impulse, the multipliers of the table will also be printed. 

Since all the information needed comes from the emitter, cards are 

not read but serve merely to keep the machine going. Hence any deck, in

serted in the machine either edge first, face up or face down will serve. 

Bivariate Distributions 

When the tabulator is used to distribute one column of a deck (pro

ducing, in printed form, the same information as would appear on the 

counters of the 075 sorter), it is convenient both for testing the wir

ing and to print the columnar headings, to use a special test deck. 

Since a 416 tabulator cannot print XIS or Y's, and it is awkward to 

force printing of non-significant zeros, the nl.Dnbers 12, 11, am 10 are 

used to indicate Y, X, and zero respectively. With the nine digits, 

there are then a total of 78 holes needed on the test deck; i.e., 12Y's, 

llX's, 10 zeros, 9 nines, 8 eights, ••• , lone. lbese ~ be combined, 

three per card, so that the test deck consists of 26 cards, as follows: 

5 cards punched with Y, 9, 5 
5 cards punched with Y, 0, 7 
2 cards punched with Y, 0, 6 
4 cards punched with I, 9, 6 
4 cards punched with X, a, 4 
3 cards punched with I, 8, 3 
1 card punched with 0, 8, 2 
1 card punched with 0, 7, 2 
1 card punched with 0, 7, 1 

Over a period of time, aqy coll.Dnn of a deck may be distributed; there

fore the test deck should be punched in all 80 columns. lbat is, the first 

five cards should have every Y, 9, and 5 punched out, etc. 

The test could be made with as few as 12 cards, but since entire rows 

are punched out, more than three rows per card would materially weaken 
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the deck for extended use. 

In running ~ distributions, it is well to run the test deck at 

periodic intervals, both for repeating the columnar headings and to in

sure that the control panel wiring remains fixed. All levels of auto

matic control used for the distributions are shut off while running the 
test deck. 

In wiring the tabulator to distribute any single column all twelve 

ways, the column is read from the upper brushes, through a digit selec_ 

tor, to twelve selectors. There are then two possible choices of wiring. 

The selectors oan be laced together; that is, the card count impulse can 

be taken to the common hub of selector 1, NX of selector 1 to common of 

selector 2, and so on to selector 12. The transferred points of the twelve 

selectors are wired to twelve counter groups. The NX point of the twelfth 

selector can be wired to a thirteenth counter group. With this scheme, 

the distribution will be correct only if no card is double punched. The 

thirteenth counter will record the number of blank cards. If the cards 

are known to contain no double punched cards, this method is slightly 

easier to wire. 

The alternative method is to send the card count impulse to the com

mon hubs of all twelve selectors separately, through split wiring or bUll 

hubs. As before, the transferred points of the selectors are wired to 

the twelve counter groups. A thirteenth selector is wired directly to the 

upper brush hub; the card count impulse wired to common and out the NX 

point will record, in a thirteenth counter, the number of blank cards. 

Using this method, two holes in one card will add correctly in both couQ

terse If the cards contain double punching, only this second method will 

result in the sam distribution as would be produced on the counters ot 
the 075 sorter. Note, however, that a card count of the cards between con

trol breaks will not be the row total of the distribution. If the data 

is such that double punching indicates an error, then the errors will be 

revealed by the discrepancy between the card count and the cross-footed 

total of each row of the table. 

In printing a bivariate distribution on the tabulator, the deck of 

cards is sorted on the column (or columns) which will be the left, or 

vertical margin of the table, i.e., the stub, and the other variable 
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is distributed among twelve counter groups as described above. The left 

marginal headings are printed by listing on the list cycle after each 

control break. The 416 tabulator normally prints nothing for Y's, X's, 

zeros, or blanks. Frequently a variable may include any or all of these 

categories. If all four are present, the indic~tion for the first four 

lines will be blank, and are therefore identified. However, if the vari

able contains three, two, or one of these four categories, there would 

be no indication of which ones were present. This difficulty may be a

voided by taking the cards out of the sorter in this order: rejects, Y, 

1, 2, ••• 9, X, 0, and listing the symbol of the type bar for both Y and 

X. The four categories will then be clearly indicated. 

Chain of Counters 

Frequently, in wiring a tabulator board, one impulse is sent to many 

hubs. The commonest instance is when all the counters are impulsed from 

IIplug to CIt to their + hubs. It is a good practice to feed the chain of 

counters from both ends. "Plug to C" is sent to counter BB; BB is con

nected to BA, and so on to 2A; from 2A to 2C, from 2C to 2D and so on to 

BD; from BD back to "plug to C" completes the chain. Thus each counter 

is fed from both sides, making a more positive connection in the chain. 

One weak connection will not interrupt the impulse from "plug to C" to 

each counter. 

Tabulator and Reproducer: Repeated Passes of the 

Same Deck 

When one deck is to be run through the tabulator many times, with 

only a minor change in wiring for each run, it is efficient to make 

several copies of the deck, with some single column differing between 

decks. Major control is taken on this deck number column, and major auto

matic total switch is shut off. The tabulator will stop, then, after tak

ing a total at the end of the deck, and will idle while the necessary 

wires are shifted. A flick of the major automatic total switch, then, 

will restart it, after which the switch is again turned off. If no minor 

totals are taken within the deck, the minor automatic control switch 

could be used. 

Much the same idea can be utilized when reproducing cyclically. For 

(Text continued on page 52) 
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S.R. and G.P. Kaster Impulse Impulse 
Operation Reproduce COIIIpar8 DetaU to PX Hub to RX Hub 

1. Reproducill& ON OFF )0( Punching and lio ettect 
and/or cOll\)8l'- read feed 
Ing. Reproduc- suppressed 011 

ing wi tn inter- this cycle 
spersed master and compar-
gang PUllChingJ 1ng suppressed 
(X punched on following cycle. 
masters). 

2. S81118 as (1) OFF IID Punching and lio effect 
but with X read feed 
punched detsll operate 011 

cards (No-X this cycle and 
masters). comparing 

operates on 
following cycle. 

3. Selective ON ON 10( Punching suppress- No effect 
Reproducing ed on this cycle 
(X masters) and comparing 

suppressed on fol-
lowing cycle. 

(No-X masters) ON IID Punching operates No effect 
on this cycle and 
comparing operates 
on following cycle. 

4. GMg Punch- OFF OFF Punching Comparin& 
ing (using suppressed suppressed OIl 
pUllch feed only) all cycles 
(X masters) atter 'the IX IIIIb 

has been :la-
pulsed once. 
No~ 
not UIIed. 

5. Gang OFF ON Punching Compar1ni 
Punching with suppressed suppressed 
gang punch 
comparing 
(X masters) 

(No-X masters) OFF ON II) Punching Comparing 
operates operates 

6. Reproducing ON ON lID PunchiDg No effect 
wi thout cam- suppressed and 
paring, when comparing 
control panel operates 
contains com.-
paring wlring. 

7. Comparing ON ON II( Punching No effect 
wi thout repro- operates snd 
duclng. when comparing 
control panel suppressed 
contains repro-
ducing wiring. 

8. Double OFF OFF No effect on No effect OIl 
punch and/or DP-BC DP-BC 
blank colUllll detection detection 
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Note: When the DP-BC hubs are wired and the blank column switches are 

OFF, double punch detection takes place. With the switches ON, double 

punch and blank colUllUl detection take place. Double punch blank column 

detection can be done simultaneously with arv of the operations 1 to 5, 
in which case switch settings for that operat.1.on are used. 

The reproduce switches are three ganged toggle switches in order to 

distribute the load. No unusual machine functions are obtained by split

ting the settings of the three switches. 

When the DP-BC hubs are impulsed, double punch detection alw~s takes 

place. However, when the DP-BC switches are on, blank column detection 

can be selected for masters or details or both. With the Master Card 

punching switch on, blank colUllUl detection functions for both masters 

and details. With the Master Card Punching switch off, the choice rests 

with the right hand Master/Detail switch. With the Master/Detail switch 

set to X - masters, blank column detection takes place only on the NX 

cards. 

On more recent reproducers, the Master Card Punching switch mq have 

a di1'ferent function from that given above. If no explanation is given 

in the machine manual, consult the customer engineer. 
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example, if 10,000 cards are to be serially numbered, a serial master 

deck of 1,000 cards will pWlCh the last three digits; the thousand mIlIl

ber can be emitted. The master deck will be fed through the read side ot 
the machine over and over. If the No. 999 card is X punched, in some 

otherwise blank column, that column is wired from the reproducing brush_ 

es to a comparing relay. The machine will stop, then, after punching 

-999 and the emitter can be changed to the next higher thousand number 

with minimum loss of time. 

If a great deal of serial numbering is to be done, a special device 

for that purpose is obtainable on the reproducer. However, consecutive 

numbering can be done on the 602A (see Chapter 9) with the starting num

ber dictated by an X card. Any number of starting numbers can be insert

ed in the deck to be numbered. 

Similarly, the 602A can be used during otherwise idle time, if there 

is any, as a gang pWlCh or as a summary punch. 

Reproducerz 

Operating Information 

When the last card for either feed has left the hopper, any extra 

cards in the other feed must be removed before the three cards left in 

each side can be run out of the machine. To run these out, press the 

start key three times and no more. If the machine is run with cards 

standing in a stacker and no more feeding into it, the last card will be 

rubbed and wrinkled. 

If the stackers are not full, and the comparing light is not on, look 

for a jam. Look at the cards in the stackers and at the feeds (at the 

bottom of the piles in the hoppers). If the cards are not obviously 

jammed, the machine may have missed a feed. There should be a card halt

way into the machine on each side; if there is not, it has missed a 

feed. Replace the first two cards at the bottom of the pack because the 

edges will be nicked. To resume operation, it is not necessary to run 

the cards out of the machine. Put the cards back into the feeds and pre •• 

the start key. The side that did not fail. to feed will automatically 

hold up for one cycle while the other feeds, and then both sides will 

operate continuously. If it is necessary to run the machine out after it 
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has missed a feed, the switches must be changed before the machine will 

operate since the number of cards in the two sides of the machine is un

equal. Set the Reproduce switch OFF and the Sel. Repld and G.P. Compo 

switch ON. Then the feeds will operate independently and can be run out 

even though there are more cards in one side than the other. 

Gang Punch Em1 tter 

The gangpnnch emitter does not function until the first card reaches 

the punch brush station. In other words, the punching will start on the 

second card. A blank card should be placed in front of the cards in the 

punch feed so that the emitted data will be punched in the first detail 

card. It the gang punching is part of a reproducing run, a blank card 

must also be placed in front of the read feed cards so that reproducing 

will start on the second card 'in the punch feed. 

Types of Gang Punching 

The process referred to as "offset gang punching" is usually taken to 

mean punching cOlDlllOn information in one field of a set of detail cards, 

the punching being set up from a different field on a, master card. There 

are, however, at least four other types of punching on a reproducer, to 

which the term might have been applied. 

1. Information in a field IIIS¥ be needed in another field (the second 
field blank to begin with), and it mq not be important that the infor
mation be moved on the same card. For example, a card layout may be al
tered, so that what was formerly in columns 1-4 mq nOW be needed in col
umns $-8. To bring the old cards in line with the new layout, it is ne
cessary only to transfer the tour columns. This may be done by wiring 
from punch brushes 1-4 to punch magnets 5-8 and sending the cards through 
the punch feed. Each cardls information appears, of course, on the fol
lowing card. 

2. Suppose that a deck of cards contains 20 two-digit numbers on each 
card, in columns 1-40 and it is desired to have the information formerly 
contained in one card reproduced into individual cards for each two di
gi t number. Nineteen blank cards can be filed behind each card of the 
deck, and punch brushe~ 3-40 wired to punch magnets 1-38. The informa
tion will then be transferred from card to card in one pass through the 
reproducer, being offset one field in each transfer. Thus the, first card 
contains all twenty numbers, the second card contains only the last nine
teen numbers, etc., and the twentieth card (1.e., the nineteenth blank) 
bears only the twentieth number. 

3. The process in (2) might be varied by wiring also from punch 
brushes 1-2 to punch magnets 39-40, in which case every card w1ll con-
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tain all twenty numbers in cyclic order. It is necessar,y, of course, to 
identii'y the original deck with XIS, to prevent punching on each new 
master from the last of the nineteen detail cards. 

4e If each master card is followed by only one blank, it might be 
desirable to make the gang punching reciprocal rather than cyclic. As .. 
example, suppose cards are punched with digits (o-9) in columns 1-.40 
in various pretty patterns. Reciprocal wiring is then set up bebreen 
punch brushes and punch magnets; by this is meant that it col. 17 ot the 
punch brushes is wired to col. J8 of the punch magnets, then col. 38 ot 
the punch brushes will also be wired to col. 17 ot the punch magnets. 
This board, when wired more or less at random between pairs ot collllllns, 
will then scramble the punching on aIV card and will restore the origi_ 
nal pattern if the scrambled card is then sent through. A listing ot the 
scrambled cards sel"V'es as ideal material to teach keypunching; when tba 
original patterns are reproduced, key punch errors are vividly displB,Jed. 
The whole process can sel"V'e as a rapid lesson in use ot the key punch 
and reproducer. 

Control tor Interspersed 'Master Gang Punching 

In this operation, X detail cards should be used tor control, it poa

Sible, to avoid double punching cards if the machine tails to read an 

X. It an X is not sensed when gang punching with X details, punching w1U. 

be suppressed (a detail card will be lett blank) and the rest ot the 

group will be blank. Later, the first blank card will cause a ~0IIlpa.rizw 

light in the checking operation in the read side unless the Jlachine ta1h 

to read the X again. 

On the other hand, using X masters, it an X in a master card lails to 
be sensed, the inf'ormation in the detail card. preceding the master will. 

be gang punched into the master. It the columns were already punched, the 

result will be doubl.e punches. lhese double punches in the master card 

will be gang punched through the detail cards of the next group. The er

ror will be caught on the check run unless the machine fails to read tbe 

X again, but it is IIII.lCh more difficult to correct double punched than 

blank cal'ds. 

Comparing Decks 

It is convenient to keep one reproducer board wired permanentl,y tor 

so-called 80/80 reproduction; that is, to read all 80 columns and puocll 

all 80 columns. '!hus a deck ot cards which is nearl¥ worn out may be 

exactJ.y duplicated .speedil,y. lIoreover, it is frequently desired to re-
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produce out a few colurms of a deck; that is, reproduce the deck com

pletely eJOOept for a field of a few colUlllUl... The 80/80 board may then be 

used with the corresponding wires pulled. This board, fully wired" IIq 

also be used to compare tiro supposedly identical decks. For this purpose 

the reproduce switches are set to "reproduce", the SR and GPO _itch is 

"ON", Master/Detail _itches are set left "detailll and right "lIIBSter1'. 

Thus even though the board is wired to read and punch, punching is sup

pressed, since every card is treated as though it were a gang punch mas

ter card. In comparing decks (tor ex.amp1e, to check keT punching iIrl.ce 

ot the same data), the reproducer is effieient provided that DOt aaqy 

errors are upected. If the decks differ on 1II8ZV" cards" 80 that the ma

chine will stop trequent1¥, it is more effici.ent t.o compare the deck. 

tbirt.1-two co1Ul111lS at a t.ime on the collator. :A. wiring diagram for thia 

operation is tound in Chapter 9. In using the collator to compare decks" 

it is necessary to make a preliminary matching run to select mated cards 

on theid.entitying information. During the compar~ runs,! t is essen

tial that the collator deal. only with matedcardsj 11 one mismated caM 

exists in either deck all subsequent cards will be rejected as DC)t coa

paring, since the board is wired to feed cards continuously froaboth 

feeds. 

It the reproducer is equipped with tortT-five comparing rel.8,Ts, two 

decks mq be compared completely in two runs, the second run having the 

decks turned over 80 that columil 80 of the :Cards passes the column .1 

brush. 

Cal:cula:ting Punch. 

Checking by He-running 

The simplest system ot chec1dng eal:culations on the 602A. is that of 

re-rwming. This checks onq tor .intermittent mach:ine troublea,but such 

troubles are well worth looIcing for .. It the .machine tunctioGs properly 

on both runa, the same answer 1f1ll be punched twi.ce, and theanaar 

field on the cards will nOt shoIr double punching. 

Consider using the caJ.cuiating PtmCA f-or 8UIIIIlaI"y punching. Suppose 

that. .rive cards pass through tbe ~hine, each punched with an amount 

in colWll11s 10-14 and each group of fitre followed by an I80 trailer, 0-

r1ginal.lg b.l.a.nk in columna 9-14, .on whieh the sum is to be punclled. If 
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the addition is pert'ormed on the read cycle (after which NX 80 cards are 
skipped out), there is no harm in adding on the read cycle ot' the X80 

card, since the amount field is blank on the read cycle. However, it' 

checking is now attempted by re-running, without the precaution ot' se

lecting out the addition on the read cycle of the X80 card, the pre

viously calculated sum will also be added, and the new answer will be 

just twice the correct answer. 

Squaring a Number 

It is not necessary to store the number atJiYWhere except in storage 

lR. On the multiplication step, storage lR is impulsed to read out, the 

product counter is impulsed to add, and storage lR exit is wired to the 

product counter. 

Constant Multiplicand or Multiplier 

Storage space is not needed t'or a constant multiplicand. The number 

can be emitted to the product counter through a selector picked up on 

the multiplying step. If a multiplier is constant, it may be inter

changed with the multiplicand and emitted to save storage space unless. 

multiplying time is lengthened and is an important t'actor. 

Nines 

It' a counter or storage unit contains all 9's, it will read out or 

punch all 0' s. It' a true answer of 9' s is possible, the counter or sto~ 

age unit used should be at least one position larger than the answer. 

Multiplication on Successive Program Steps 

It is not possible to multiply by lR on successive program steps, 

unless lR contains only one digit. On the second multiplication, the 

shift to the highest order multiplier digit does not operate, and the 

machine multiplies only by the units position of lR. 
A 12 or 15 multiplication can take place on the program step immed. 

iately preceding or following a regular multiplication using lR. 

ABlc 

The product of A and a quotient Blc can be obtained in one division 

step. The divisor C is read into storage unit IR, dividend B into couo-
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tars 1-3~ and multiplicand A into another storage un1 t. On the next pro

gram step (divide) A is added into a counter, automatically being multi

plied by the quotient as it develops, thus yielding AB/C. 

Wiring is as usual, except that A instead of the quotient exit is 

nred into the answer counter. The number of decimal places in the ans

wer will be the number of places in A plus the number in the unrounded 

quotient. 

Identifying Trailer Cards 

When punching an accumulated result (such as a sum of squares) on a 

trailer card, identified by an I, the machine mq make two types of error 

if the trailer is not sensed correctly (due to off-punched cards, or an 

extraneous I). A trailer ~ be missed, in which case the next trailer 

nll contain the accumulated result of two sets of detail cards. This 

would, of course, show up, due to the first trailer being blank. Or, a 

detail card may be sensed as a trailer, in which case the detail card will 

be punched and, if the fields overlap, will be ruined. In addition, the 

next trailer will contain insufficient information. This second type of 

error may not be noticed. 

It is better to wire the control panel to punch only on an X trailer 

which has no digit in some column for which every detail card contains 

a digit, and wire the panel to skip out detail cards on the basis of No-I 

and digit. Thus the machine will stop (am the compare light come on) if 

e1 ther a trailer card contains a digit or a detail card contains an X. 

See example, page 74 • 

Testing 

When trouble appears in work done on the calculating punch, the usual 

method of testing is to wire the machine for 8 x 22 multiplication, 

punching out all thirty digits of products. With a deck of assorted 

factors, to give the multiplier unit all possibilities in every position, 

the same cards are run over and over am the results inspected for double 

punching. The IBll customer engineers can fUrnish a special test deck for 

this purpose (using 8 x 8 multiplication) which is of particular value 

when the trouble lies definitely in the multiplier unit. If, however, the 

trouble lies in the counters, the 8 x 22 deck is preferable, since it 
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tests all thirty counter wheels at once. 

The balance test unit on a calculating punch mq be conveniently a.bdJ 
rapid~ tested b.Y subtracting random digits into a counter and Punch~ 

them out in the same field, balance tested. The cards will then come 

out of the machine with no change except the addition of an X, which 

must appear on every card. 

Shifting a Card Field 

Information in field A of a deck is needed in field B. This operatiOQ 

can be performed on the 513 by reproducing field A onto a second deck 

and then reproducing it back onto the original deck in field B. 

Provided the field is six columns or less, the 602A will do the s_ 

operation at forty cards per minute, which is 80 percent as fast but 

wastes no cards. For fields of larger size, the operation will be so"';;'· 

what slower. The wiring on the 602A is as follows: read in to Punch 

storage on the read cycle; wire "read" and punch on program one. 

Other Operations on Multip~ing steps 

No other operations, such as transfers, counter resets, or negative 

balance testing, can be programmed on a multiplication step. 

Obvious~ aQY counter wired to add or subtract during a multiplica

tion step will have the multiplication performed on the information be±ac 

added or subtracted. 

Counters are reset by adding the complement of the number contained 

in the counter. The counter will not be reset to zero if the reset is 

wired on a multiplication step. 

A counter can turn negative during a multiplication even though the 

final result is positive. Hence a negative balance test programmed at 

the same time as a multiplication ~ lead to false results. 

Used as a Gang Punch 

While the 602A is not UBual~ as efficient as the reproducer for ganc 
punching, since its maximum speed is 3000 cards per hour, it is more ef

ficient if an interspersed master gang punching operation is to be done 

in which the master and detail cards are not distinguished b.Y X punches. 

For example, master cards might be identified by the digits 35 in 
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columns 56-57. If the gang punching operation were done on the repro

ducer, the master cards wouJ.d have to be sorted (or collated) out, X 

punched, and then merged back in before gang punching could begin. 

Assume that the information in field A of the master cards is to be 

punched in field B of the subsequent detail cards. 

If control brushes are set to read columns 56 and 57, the presence of 

a master card can be detected as the card passes the control brushes, 

using the two digit selectors. If the card is a master card, field A is 

read into storage and the card is skipped out wi thout punching. The sub

sequent detail cards are then punched out of storage. 

If the reading of the identifying field must take place at he read 

brush station, it is then necessar,y to read field A on every card, and 

store the information. As before, the presence of master cards is de

tected by wiring the two columns through the digit selectors to two pi

lot selectors. Master cards are ejected without punching (see below), 

and the information read from field A is transferred to punch storage, 

where it is available for punching on every subsequent detail card. 

If the identifying information is a number of more than two digits, 

or if the master cards are identified by having the controlling field 

less than a given amount, the master cards may be detected by testing 

the control field information in a counter. As before, this information 

may be read at the control brush station if control brushes are set on 

the proper columns. If the reading is done at the control brush station, 

the calculation, explained below, to distinguish master from detail 

cards, may be programmed ~ time after the reading of the previous 

card. 

The calculation to distinguish the cards is the same in either case. 

Assume that master cards are those punched 567 or less in columns 56-

57-58 and that this field is to be read at the read brush station. (This 

is, perhaps, the more usual case, since it is awkward to have the con

trol brushes shifted for a short run.) Columns 56-57-58 are subtracted 

into a counter on the read cycle. At the same time field A is read into 

stora,ge. On the first program, 567 is added into the counter from the 

emitter. If, at the end of program one, the counter tests negative, the 

card is a detail card, and !bould be punched with the information held 
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in punch storage from the previous master card. If the negative balance 

test at the end of program one is non-negative, the card is a master 

card. The card should be ejected, without punch1llg, and the :lnformat1oQ 

stored from read1llg field a should be transferred to punch storage. 1'bt 
ejection ma;r be effected by wiring a sld.p impulse through the tranafeJ'l'tC 

side of the selector picked up by the NB impulse, to the first pUllCh1Jlc 

column; the highest order digit from punch storage goes through the Doh 

mal side of the same selector. 

Clearing the lIachir:re at the start of a Run 

Turning the machine off, or runn:illg out all the cards, does not re
set counters or drop out pilot selectore if they have been left picked 

up by an impulse to the X or D hub. Thus it can never be assumed at the 

beginning of a run that the machine is restored to normal (as can ahqa 

be aaSUlll8d with the tabulator, reproducer, or collator except for the 

collator counting device). 

For most operations in which the cards are mdependent (e.g., multi

plication of ! A X! B·! P, punched on each card), the counters will 

be wired to reset either cllring the read cycle or on some program 

step. Selectors used in sign control which are picked up by X pUnches 

read at the control brushes are wired for read drop out. Before the 

first card is calculated, the machine goes through the entire sequence 

of program steps wired on the control panel, perfOrming, m general, 

all operations wired from program steps. In the example given, if the 

counter used for the multiplication is wired to reset on program 5, 
this reset operation will take place before card 1 is read at the 

reading brush station. If the selectors used in sign control a re latched 

up from some previous run they will drop out as the first card feeds 

into the machine. 

In short, for this particular operation, the condition of counters 

8D1 selectors before the start of the run is 1materisl. Consider, how

ever, another example. Suppose field A. on a group of No-X cards is to 
be added in counter 1. The sum is to be multiplied by the amount in field 

B of a following X card, using counters 5 and 6, and the result punched 

in field C of the X card. Counter 1 must read out as a multiplicand on a 

program step of he X card, and must be reset before more No-X cards 
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are read. Counters 5 and 6 are read out and punched on the X card, and 

lIlUst be reset before the next X card appears (the simplest way being to 

reset them after read out on the X card). 

In this second example, all the counters involved will not be reset 

until after the passage of an X card. Arv amounts standing in the coun

ters from a previous run will cause errors on the first X card. 

Often, as in this example, the difficulties may be obviated by pre

ceding each run with dUlllll\Y' cards bearing X punches in the columns which 

~ contain X's for the run. 

In some cases it may be necessary to wire extra selectors (which in

sure counter resets) controlled by an impulse from the reading brushes 

on every card; for example, any digit in column .3, all cards being seri

ally numbered in the first three columns. These extra selectors will 

then effectively sense the condition that cards are passing or have 

passed the reading brushes. Special resets and supression of such oper

ations as digit emission can be controlled through the normal side of 

these selectors. 

If extra selectors are not available to control counter resets and 

selector dropouts, or if the wiring is too complicated, it may be more 

practical, though more awkward, to clear the machine by using a special 

reset board. This is a control panel wired to reset every counter and 

"Read in" every storage unit on a read cycle impulse with every pilot 

selector wired for read drop out. Read cycle is wired to the read hub. 

;;kip impulses are wired to those punch hubs for which skip inserts are 

in the skip bar. With this panel in the machine, any card passed through 

the machine will restore all counters, pilot selectors, and storage u

nits. In fact, all that is necessary to effect all resets is to insert 

the board, press the start key, and hold down the hopper card lever un
til the feed knives operate. 

Page 82 is intended as a novel test of ability to correct a badly 

wired panel for the 602A (i.e., "debugging"). There are 24 things wrong 

in the wiring, if the panel is to do what the printed directions state. 
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Two contrasting modes of operation are possible with the card Progr8llllllec1 

calculator (CPC). A particular problem may be handled by wiring special 

control panels, one for each of the three component machines. 

For example, panels may be wired to cause the machine to test suc

cessive odd numbers for factorability and list each number which cannot 

be factored; that is, the machine will print a list of prime numbers. 

Each number is divided by every odd number less than its square root; 1t 

an;}' diviSion results in a zero remainder, the number being tested is in

creased by two and the calculation starts aver. For numbers of the order 

of 80,000 the machine tests odd numbers at the rate of one every 2.4 se

conds. 

Alternatively, semi-permanent "all-purpose" boards have been designed 

which leave the programming for a particular problem to the punched card, 

themselves. As a single card passes through the tabulator, the;machine 

will perform one of the arithmetic operations, receiving and transmit

ting eight Significant digits of numbers in the range 10-50 to 1049• 

For example, an instruction card punched OD-2-xx-38-3456677846 tells the 

machine to take the result from the preceding operation (the xx), multi

ply (operation 2) by .00034566778 and send the result to storage unit 

38. All numbers used by the machine in this mode of operation are in 

scientific notation. The number in this example is 3.4566778 times 10 to 

the minus fourth power; the exponent on 10 has 50 added to it arbitrarill, 

to avoid having to store a sign for the exponent. The 00 part of the in

struction code tells the machine to read from the card. 

As another example, if an instruction card is punched OO-3-xx-yy-12 

34567855 the machine is instructed to divide (operation 3) the previous 

result (xx) into 123456.78; the result of the division will be available 

for the next operation and is not stored (yy is punched in the card 

field reserved for storage assignment). 

The initial numbers needed for a problem are first stored in the 

machine (there is capacity for storing thirty-two numbers, each with a 
62 
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sign), after which a deck of instruction cards is passed through. Each 

instruc tion card ma;y bear one new number and one operation instruc tion. 

The all-purpose setup offers complete flexibility with modest speed. 

It is hoped that persons having problems for the machine will do their 

own coding of instructions, since by this means the equipment will be 

used to capacity. 

To illustrate the all-purpose operation further, there are listed 

here the nine instruction cards to calculate the value of the function, 
5 xn X x 2 x 3 X 4 xi> 

Q(x) = ~ ;~T+~ = 2 + 4 + 9 + 28 + 125 
where x is in storage unit 23 and the value Q(x) is to be developed and 

stored in unit 24. Operation 0 is addition; operation 2 is multiplica

tion; operation 3 is division. 

factor A 

00 
00 
23 
00 
23 
00 
23 
00 
23 
00 

operation 

2 
o 
2 
o 
2 
o 
2 
o 
2 
o 

factor B 

23 
XX 
XX 
XX 
XX 
XX 
XX 
XX 
XX 
00 

send 
result 

to 

24 

factor A 
entry 

from card. 

8000000047 
3571425748 

2500000049 

5000000049 

Modern high speed computing equipment does nothing that cannot be done 

with pencil and paper-it simp~ does it faster. All machines so far con

structed, wheter electronic or not, perform o~ the four operations of 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. These operations are 

performed in some sequence. A machine can discriminate (i.e., can deter

mine the answers to such questions as "Does the result at this stage ex

ceed 23.7?" or "no the results of the last two trials agree to .f'our deci

mal places?") and thereby select one of two possible sequences of opera

tions to follow. However, such a function of a machine reduces to sub

traction followed by a zero test of a counter or a negative balance test 

(i.e., does the counter now contain zero or a number less than zero?). 

The advantages of automatic computing equipment, then are o~ speed 

ani accuracy. Machines can make mistakes, but it is assumed that a mach-
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ina avoids the common human errors of misreading (it is very common lor 

human computers to read 4693 as 4963) and forgetting. 

The speed and accuracy of automatic machinery is, of course, offset 

by high cost in comparison to human computers. Machines must be backed 

up by an organization to run them. Suppose that a human computer using 

a good electric desk calculator can be maintained for two dollars per 

hour, on the average. The same work might be performed 30 t:iJDes as last 

on automatic machines, but at an average cost of, say, eight dollars pel' 

hour. Unless a large volume of work is to be done,so that the automatic 

machinery can be kept occupied, it might be cheaper, in the long run, to 
hire several human computers, for most computing work. 

Now there is a type of problem where automatic machinery is vital 8Q4 

the work cannot be speeded up by having more people work on it. Such a 

problem is one where successive steps depend on the previous steps, and 

!DUst be done in sequence. 

For example, suppose we define a function 

Q( ") = ~(i - 1) R(i - 1) 
I R(i - 2) 

and define 2 "( i) R(i - I) R(i - I) 
R(I) = 1 + ~OOO,oOo -ori - J)---

and, starting with the values Q(l) • .99999999, R(l) • 1, R(o) • 1 we 

wish to calculate the values of Q(i) from Q(2) to Q(SOO). (What sounds 

like a simpler problem is: at what value of i does Q(i) first reach 

ten?) 

Q(2) is easy. Q(2) • .99999999 

To reach Q(3) we will first need R( 2). 
2 

R(2) • (1.000002) (1) (1) • 1 0000040 
.99999999 • 

Then Q(3) • (.999999999)1 (l.ooooo4o) • 1.00000399 

It is clear that each successive value of Q depends on the previous 

Q and the two previous values of R. And each R val. ue depends on the pre

vious R and the previous Q. There is no shortcut to the calculation. 

Working even to slide rule accuracy (three significant digits) at each 

stage becomes extreme:Q" tedious. 
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The arithmetic operations at each stage are precisely' the s ... Bene. 

if an automatic machine tirst has its memory loaded with the appzopriata 

starting values and is given the sequence ot operations to perform :rep

etitively', successive values ot Q will now out. The CPe can be set up 

to calculate the values Q at the rate ot 150 per minute, to eight sig

niticant digits, lIhich is easily' 300 tilDes as fast as a htaaan coq:luter. 

(Incidentally, the value ot Q reaches ten at Q(410}J Q(746) is slightly' 

over one million). 

The Card Programmed Electronic Calculator 

Instructions tor Coding tor All-Purpose, Eight Sign1ticant Digit, float

ing Decimal Operation. 

All numbers used bT the CPe in this DIOde ot operation (as input, dur

ing calculation, or in punched or printed output) are in scientitic n0-

tation. eight significant figures tollowed by the exponent on ten. The 

exponent is arbitraril.y increased by $0. Since only two digits are al

lowed tor exponents, all numbers used by the machine must be within the 

range trom 10-$0 to 1049• Examples ot the notation are: 

Number 

1234$.678 
- 12.34.5678 

1.234,5678 
- .1234,5678 

.00001234.5678 

Scientitic Notation 

12345678$4 
1234,5678$U 
1234.567850 
1234567849X 
123456784.5 

Each card passing through the 417 tabulator contains the tolJ.owing 

punched information: 

(1) The addresses ot the two tactors to be used tor the operation 
dictated bT the card. These are the directions tor chamels A and B. 
There are three possible types ot addressesl the number of a storage 
unit containing a tactor; the result ot the calculation on the preced
ing card; and, in the case ot chamel A, a nUlllber pWlChed on the in
struction card. 

(2) An operation number, to instruct the machine what op~ration to 
perform on the numbers A am B. 

(3) The address to which the result ot tile operation is to be sent 
(usually a storage unit number). It the result is to be printed only' or 
is to be used in the next calculation without being stored, this address 
18 left blank. 
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In addition, each instruction card may contain 

(1) a serial number or other identification 
(2) a special operation number. 

The card layout is as tollows: 

Columns 

1-3 
4-5 

6 
7-8 
9-10 

12 
14-23 

Contents 

serial number 
address ot tactor A 
operation 
address ot tactor B 
address ot result, C 
special operation 
card entry into channel A. 

An X overpunch in column 23 signifies that the number in columns 14-' 
21 is negative. 

There are 32 auxiliary storage registers, numbered 11, ~2, 13, 14, 

15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48. 

Columns 4 and 5, or 7 and 8, can be punched with 8.I\Y storage regis

ter number, or punched XX to use the result ot the calculation on the 

preceding card. Columns 4 and 5 can also be punched 00 to indicate read. 

in to chamel A ot the number punched in columns 14-23. 

The operation code tor column 6 is as tollows: 

X Print result ot the calculation directed on this card 

o Add, A + B 

2 Multiply AB 

3 Divide, A/B 

8 Subtract, A - B 
9 Summary punch the result ot the calculation directed 

on this card. The punching will be in columns 14-23 
ot the summary card, wi th column 23 X overpunched if 
the result is negative. 

The X, 8, and 9 can be combined singly or in combination with one ot 
0, 2, or 3. The eftect of operation 8 is simp}J' that of changing the 

sign of factor B. Several examples of instruction cards tollow: 

4 - .5 6 7 - 8 9 - 10 Remarks 

23 3 47 15 Divide the number in register 23 bT 
the number in register 47; send the 
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quotient to register 15. 
00 xO 99 11 "Load" storage register 11 and also 

print. The 99 in channel B is a dum-
IV figure to fill the columna. 

2 17 12 Form the negative of the product of 
8 the numbers in storage registers 46 

aId 17; send result to register 12. 

00 3 XX Divide the previous result into the 
9 number read from this card; SUlB&l7 

punch the result. 

XX X 21 48 SUbtract from be previOUS result the 
8 number in register 21; print the re-

sult and send it to register 48. 

XX 2 XX Square the previous result. 

The 8IIecial operation code for column 12 i8 as follows. 

1. Causes the platen to advance one extra space betore printing the 
result of the calculation called tor on this card, it this card is 
punched X in column 6 also. 

2. Same as (1) but two extra spaces. 

5. The number entering channel A is changed to the negative of its 
absolute value. 

6. Same as 5 tor channel B. 

7. Causes CPC tabulator counter number 1 (2A and 6A) to add. 

8. Causes CPC tabulator counter nwober (2A and 6A) to clear during the 
reading of the following card. (Operations 7 and 8 are primarily for the 
purpose of transferring information to the IIWIIIIIlU"Y cards.) 

During &I\Y calculat.i.on, subroutines for the calculation of elementary 

functions of numbers placed in storage regis~r 27 ~ be indicated with

out being progrsmmed; the value of the function is available in register 

28 for calculation on the next card. For exuple, if the calculation on 

card 267 produces a number B whose square root is needed on card 268, it 

is necessary only to send the result on card 267 to register 27 and in

dicate "square root ... The code 28 on card 268 in either channel A or B 

will proceed withy B • Other elementary f'unctions, such as sin X, eX, 

etc., 'lDB3 be called for similarly by subroutines which are on lUe. 

It is not particularly :1Japortant to seek the simplest program routine, 

unless the routine is to be repeated III8D;Y' times, in which the saving ol 

one card results in a considerable saving of time. For example, given X 

in register 35, the evaluation ot ~ - 3X + 17 ~ be eflected as lollows. 
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A 0 B c 
35 2 35 36 
00 2 3, Read -3 from this card 
00 0 IX Read 17 from this card 
36 0 XX 

or as follows: 

00 0 35 Read -3 from this card 

xx: 0 XX 

00 0 XX Read 17 from this card 

Both routines produce the same result. The first uses one more card tbaJl 
the second and also calls for the use of an extra storage register. 

One precaution is necessary. The result of a calculation, sent to 

storage, can be used on the succeeding card with the XX code. It cannot, 

however, be used on the second card following, since the operation of 

storage read-in, due to the lack of synchronization betlreen the tabulatoJ 

and the storage units, 7IIJ3'¥ take tiro card cycles to complete. On the third 
card following, the number may be recalled from storage. 

Reading into a storage register automatically sweeps out any number 

previously held in it. Heading out of a storage register leaves its CODo. 

tents unchanged. 

It a given set of instruction cards is to be sent through the machiDt 

repeatedly and certain of the cards are to be replaced for each pass, i\ 

is well to indicate on the chart that the cards to be replaced should be 

"right corner cut" to afford a visual distinction be tire en them and the 

balaooe of the deck. 

It is possible to print every card of a deck, including the instruc

tions and the numbers in the three channels, without any special punch

ing. An asterisk will then be printed next to the card number of 8ll'T c"': 

bearing an X in column 6. 

It is important that tests be devised for a.l\Y calculation, covering 

the range of magnitudes involved, with known answers. 

Printed sheets ruled for the card layout we use, are available on 

request. 

Before coding a long routine, it is· helpful to try a few verr simple 

routines on the machine to get the "feel" of it. The all-purpose mode ot 
operation effectively places at your disposal a tremendous "desk calcu-
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lator." With a ~etf minutes of instruction, near13 lm,Yone can write out 

tbe solution to a problem, without having to know Im,Ything o~ the inter

nalllOrkings of the machine. 

General~, instruction cards pus through the tabulator at the rate 

of lSO per minute. Thus, oalculations to be controlled by an instruction 

deck of 750 cards will be completed in five minutes. 

If, inadverten~, division by zero is called for, the result will be 

zero; no del~ is involved. 

In practical use, all you need to do is write out the instruction 

code to solve your problem--one line per arithmetic operation-and 

bring the written sheets to the Computing Service. Trained operators will 

keypunch your cards. The tests you devise are first run o~~ to insure 

that the programming is correct; then the problem itself is run ott. In 

JIIB.I\Y' cases, the results can be finished while you wait. 

CAUTIONS 

There should be no blank cards in au,y instruction deck. If it is nec

essary to insert a dUIIIIIV card for del~ purposes, it should be punched 

99099 in columns 4 - 8. 

00 in channel B control (columns 7 - 8) will cause trouble. 99 in col

umns 7 - 8 has no e£f'ect and should be used to fill these columns when 

no other instructions for channel B are used. 



EXAMPLE. 

9 Diagrallll 

POKER TEST OF IWlllOII DIGITS OH AN IBIl TABULA.TOR 

Selectors 'll't's 

1 2 3 4 S 6 

1 

2 * * * 
3 * * * 
4* * * 
S* * * 

6 * * * * 
1 * * * * 
8 * * * * 

9 ***** 
10* **** 
ll** *** 
12*** ** 
13**** * 
14***** 

Win o.c. lJIpulH through 
tile IDd1cated PositioJIII 
( i.e.. side) or Bix 10-
Position CluB Selecton 

1 2 

H H 

H 
H 

H 
X 

H 
H 

X 

X 
H 

X X 
X 
X 

X 

3 4 S 6 

H 

H X 
H X 

H X 
H H 

X H 
H X 

H II 

X X X 
X X X 
H X 
X H X 
X X II 
X X II 

'l'7Pe 

AAAA 

AAAB 
AABA 
ABAA 
BAAA 

AABB 
ABAB 
ABBA 

AABC 
ABAC 
ABCA 
BAAC 
BACA 
BCAA 

lS* * * * * * X X X X X X ABCD 

'f1pe Group 

FOlll" or a kiDd 

Three or a Id.IId 

'I.'Iro pair 

One pair 

lIone alike 

COIIplete w:lriDg 18 not ehoIm. The above chart 18 the kII7 to the w1rin&. 

The 4 digits to be tested are shown on the diagram. as Cols. l~ 
Suppose a card. is punched 2727, which is two pair, type 7. Class 
selectors 1, ), 4, and 6 will be transferred. Type 7 is uniqueq 
identified if' a card. count impulse is sent to counter 6A via the 
following path: into a common hub of selector 2, out the corres
ponding HI hub to a common hub of selector 5, out the corresponding IX 
hub to a common hub of selector 6, out the corresponding X (transferrecl)\ 
hub to counter entry-. 

There are only 15 possibUities to sift out; for example, .one 
pairR can occur su different ways, types 9 to 14. 

The 6 class selectors, numbered here !'rom 1 to 6, are usual.l1' 
identified on control panels with letters A to F. 

The wiring through the selectors for type 7 is shown. In actual 
wiring, the card count impulse IDU8t be split 16 wa;ys. 15 to enter tilt 
cODlDOn side of the selectors, and one to enter counter 8B directl¥, fot:1 
the counting of cards. 
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0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

, 
0 0 0 .. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

, 
0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 
~-~UM[AIC"'1. TYPE .... 111 TOTA\. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
10 0 0 0 

ALP""IIIUIICA\. TypE- ..... TOTAL unlit,. 
000000000000 0 0 0 

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 
ALPHABETIC ACCOUNTING MACHINE CONTROL PANEL 

WITH NET BALANCE COUNTERS AND AUTOMATIC CARRIAGE PLUGGABLE CONTROLS 

°1 0 0 0 0 .. ao 
0 0 0 0 '0- o· 0 0 0 0 

'0-
0 0 0 0 
'0-

0 

0 0"0 0 

0 0"0 0 

, 
0 0 0 ., 
0 0 0 00 0 

c 
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U-NUIIIIE"ICAL TV.P[-'"'' TOTAL. ENTity 

00000000000 0 00 
"\."HA.Eltle,,\. TYP£-.AIt TOTAL [NTIIIT 

0 o 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 

o 010 
o 0.0 

0'0 

i'Oker reirot -.. Cit. 

lrirlD& ._ here 10 for 
7 (II>II»~. See pre.eeI 
pap for ~ct10D8 on COla
plet1Di the wil'1llc. 1r1r1Dc 
troa counter exit. to total 
t,n>e bars IIlI8t alao be oddod. 

000 0 

00 0 

o 0 0'0 0 
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IBM INTERNA TlONAl BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORA liON 

COLLATOR, TYPE 77 CONTROL PANEL 

-LOW SEC SELECTORS 
<>---<>---<>--- 1 0--0 P 000 

EQUAL PU b 
G o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

ERROR STOP-
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 000--0--0--0 

CYCLE DElAY PRI X-::-r-::-SEC X 
U CONOXOgoco~OX0'r0~OXO 0 0 0 0 

so C 0 U 0 
SOURCE IN 
po PS 0 T 0 

TOTAL I - CONTROL-rBASIC SETUp· 

UO 0 0 0 00 0 OUO~(l)UOS_ 0 
1 4 5 6 9 C RARE S TI 0 

oro 0 0 00 0 OTO~ ~ rOE_~O 
F 

_ 0 

SECONDARY CARDS PRIMARY CARDS MULT S & S-
Cards to be Compared ........ N 0 

--------------._------------T-~~----~--._------------,PRI CHANGE 
SEl. SECONDARIES 

Unmatched 

SEPARATE 

Matched 
Secondaries 

ERGED 

Matched 
Primaries 

5---SECONDARY ZONE BR 

SEt. PRIMARIES ~ N 0 

INTERLOCK-
Onmatched 0 F _ 

000 0 000 o 

000 0 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

o o o 

o 

--'.,--'----------20 

40 

o 0 

60 
o 

------------- -----'.,...---P RIM A R Y B R U SHE 5 ------ -----'----------~ 

25 

45 

40 
000 

o 0 0 0 0 0 o 
60 

o 0 0 0 0 

75 80 
o o 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ENCE MAGNETS-2::;-rX-PUTSX-PU 

- ...... -=:;;;.,-.......... 5 .. -----.... --~P .. R-I-M·A-R-Y .... S-E~Q .. U-E-N .. C-E "'B"R-U-S·H-E-S~"----15 0--0 ~ 
o o 

o o 

o o 

a o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

~ Matching 32 columns without regard 0 0 0 0 

2 to sequence of the deoks. Precede the 40 

( secondary cards with a blank. Cards 0 0 0 0 

~ JIIIlst be mated before using the setup. 0 0 0 ~ 
6! See disoussion in Chapter 7. 80 

c -JlSH 1950 0 0 0 0 

Fonn~ 
Printed ia u.., 



J:Z 
u< 
Z~ 

~§ 
t:>~ 
Zo 
;::u 
.. < 
~N 
:::JO 
u~ .. ~ 
u~ 

lI'";;;...;. .. O;;;..~ ORO 8A~AN~E 
000000 000 

DIGIT PICKUP 
00000000 

IMMEDIATE PICKUP 
0000000000000 

PUNCH CONTROL EXIT--
0000000000000 
--... -----. --DROP OUT-~-~---- -- ---------

o .0 a a 0 ~ rllTT IJO a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 

~~~~~020 
l ,------5 10 T 
°01000 aOTo 60030 
T S 

soN 0 
E 
l 
E 
C 
T 
o 
R 
S 

o C 0 

o Too 

oNo 

o COO 

a 0 E a 4 0 
l 

O~050 
T 

o 0 0 0 0 °0060 

R 

o 0 0 

12 
DNa 0 

CO S£LECTOR$- -,----~ ... -

°IOTO 020 0IOTO 030 0IOTO a 0 0 

o 0IONO 0 0 0IONO 0 oNa 

o 0 loco a a 0 DCa a 0 0 DCa a 
-- -- STORAGE TRANSFER EXIT---~---·~-

I~·ur,TlIPl,IER I I I I "I I I I 
I 1,,1 I I I I I 1,,1 I I I 

o 0 0 0 0 .. 
000000 

--- DIVIDENO ...... ____ • 

I I 1'1 ~'t--111 1'1 I I I-I I 
r I, r I I I I I, I I I I I 1'1 III I I· I I I 

READING_IS 

° ° 
" o ° 
" 

: ~ I 
60 

° ° 
" 

Read setup number in r.:D1V1SOR-MUlTIPLlER_STORAGE ENTRY~~,,:,,:~~~~~~:-i columns 1-5 of x80 () 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 --"0 
master card. Punch 3R AL AR 
colwans 1-5 of con- 0 I a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 a 0. 0 0 0 

secut1ve numbers, be- a 0 0 6R 0 7L 0 0 _ ...... 7~Ro-......... 

ginning with the set- SR 8l 8R 
up number. a 0 

-Fal 0 "~.-""'''''''''''''''''''''' 

I I 1,1 I III 1,1 III I-I I 
r.;,..,1 ,;;....;;I' 1....;,.I ..;;"..1 I ,;;....;;1 I....;,.' I 1 JLLJ ,I I I I I I· I 

oeoooo OTo 
-~8US~~~_""!"",",,"f""_~ , ° ,0 ° 10TO 0,0 0loTO ° 

a 0----0---0----- 0 N 0 0 0 o a 0 oNa 0 0 0 aNa 

~~~~~~~~~o~o 0 0 co a 0 a oeo r PUNCHING_1S_ .... __ _ 
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setup Change, 602A 

Setup A: Plug pickup of selector 17, have no dropout. 

Group multiplication with x80 masters, which are skipped out, 

wi th the multiplier (columns 1-5) read into lR. The mul tipli_ 

cand is read into 2R. The product is punched in columns 11-17 

of each HI80 card, rounded. 

setup B: Plug dropout of selector 17, have no pickup. 

Division, with divisor in columns 63-65, dividend in columns 

22-26, with two decimal places, no rounding. 

The extent to which the two setups may differ is limited onq 

by the selector capacity to switch the setups. A manually 0-

perated selector, using a toggle switch, may be used to effect 

the change, and the board could then be sealed. Such a toggie 

swi tch can be installed for a small charge by lBM. 
-FG 1952 
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Program. decks for CPC floating decimal operation mq be checked on 

the 405 or 416 tabulator for three ld:nds of error. Channel A address is 

in columns 4-5, channel B address in columns 7-8, and channel C address 

in colUlllllS 9-10. The Wisconsin CPC has two 941 storage units and uses 

card read-in to channel A only. 

Type 1 error consists of channel C addresses to the same storage unit 

or counter on successive ,cards. During listing, an error card w:Ul liat 

a 1 in TB 19. 

Type 2 error consists of Channel C address to non-existent storage 

unit or counter, and an error card will list a 2 in TB 21. 

Type 3a error consists of channel A or B address of a storage unit OD 

the first or second card following the card bearing the channel C ad

dress to that unit. 

Type 3b error is similar to 3a except for counter readout OIl the first 

card following the reading. Type 3 errors result in a 3 listing in m 2). 

The three wires to TB's 19, 21, and 23 mq be split wired to select.

ive list, if it is not desired to list all instructions. 

The wiring shown requires 16 single-position selectors, six 10-pos

itiOll selectors, two digit selectors, 20 comparing relays, and the card 

cycle total transfer device. The checking operation takes place at full 

speed of the tabulator. 

WhUe there are other possible coding errors, the three tested are 

of the type which produces intermittent errors in the final resultsJ 

that is, the deck may work, but not consistently. 
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laboratory Work 
Preliminary Information for Laboratory Work 

The IBM card may be punched with holes in any of eighty columns and 

twelve rows. The eighty columns are numbered on the card, usually- at 

the bottom. The ten digit rows are usually printed. The two rows above 

the zero row are denoted by X or II (the row just above the zero row), 

and Y or 12 (the top 1'011'). The printing on the card has no bearing on 

its use in the machines, but serves merely as a convenient guide to 
the punching. 

The short edge (.3i inches) is used by the knife and throat of the 

keypunch o~; in all other machines the knives and throat work on the 

long edge (7-3/8 inches). Therefore, in joggling cards for use in UV' 

machine except the punch, the cards sl»uld be hit o~ on the short 

edge. The long edges are distinguished as "9 edge" (next to the 9 l'OIr) 

or "12 edge" (at the top of the card, next to the Y row). On most 

machines there is a label on each feed hopper as to hOll' cards are to 

be inserted. For example, the sorter feed hopper is labelled "face 

down, 9 edge" which means 9 edge toward the throat. These labels refer 

to normal operation; on occasion cards are inserted in other wqs. 

The term "deck" refers to any group of cards. A given problem mq 
involve five decks, suitably distinguished by punching; the five sub

decks together ma;y al.so be referred to as a deck. 

On a given deck, a group of columns may be reserved for a particular 

variable; for example, columns 6-7-8 may have a score on the same test 

for each person (each person's attributes being punched on a single 

card). Such a group of columns is called a "card field." (Note: the 

term "field" is al.so used in cOml8ction with alphabetic punch:tna to 
distinguish rows 1 to 9 of the card trom rows 0, X, Y which are caJ.lecl 

zones.) 

If certain cards in a deck are X punched in column 79, these cards 

are referred to as X79 cards. The others in the same deck are then 

88 
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No-X79, cards (or 1«79). Similar reference is made to the D2.3 cards of 

a deck; i.e., cards 'Which bear some digit, from 0 to 9, in column 2.3. 

It is common practice to number the cards in a deck 'With punched 

numbers. For example, in a deck of 10.37 cards, columns 1-4 could be 

used for numbering from 0001 to 10.37. Note that the entire field is 

used on every card. This is "serial numbering." If the deck is in 

ascending order on its serial numbers, it is said to be in sequence 

(or "in sort-) on columns 1-4. This is not necessarily the same as 

being in consecutive order. Cards punched as follows 

1234 

12.35 

1237 

1.389 

on a given field are in sequence on that field but are not in 

consecutive order. 

SUppose a deck of 1000 cards is serialJ.y numbered from 000 to 999 

in columns 1-.3 and the deck is out of sort on that field. To put it in 

order, sorting nor:naJ.:ly begins on column three, the units digit of the 

field. The cards fall into the pockets from 9 to zero and are removed 

from the machine 'With the zero cards at the front of the deck, fol

lowed by the ones, twos, ••• nines. The entire deck is now sorted on 

column 2, the tens digit. The order of the previous sort on column 

three is maintained within the groups falling into each pocket on this 

sort. The deck is now in order on columns two and three. The cards are 

again removed in the order 0, 1, 2, .3, ••• 9 and sorted once more on 

column one. 

This is normal sorting procedure and appears to be reversed from 

the method most people use in hand sorting. The hand sorting 

procedure (sorting first on the hundreds digit; then keeping the 

hundreds groups separate and sorting each on the lower order digits) 

is block sorting, and is used in machine sorting of very large 

decks. 

The standard machine sorting procedure (sorting on the lowest order 
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digit first) affords a good example of levels of control. Cons1der1Dc 

the hundreds, tens, and units digits ot the serial number as distinct 

classifications, the final result shows the cards in order on 

hundreds digit; in order on tens digit within each hundreds group; and 

in order on units digit within each tens group. We have, then, three 

levels of control on the order of the deck; call these levels major, 

intermediate, am minor. It is worth repeating that the cards are 
sorted on the minor control level first, then the intermediate" then 

the major. 

These levels of control can be card fields, instead of card colurma. 

Thus, a deck can be ordered on field C within field B within field A. 

Field A is the major classification. Sorting any one field may 

necessitate several column sorts in sequence. 

To take an example from industryl cards relating to total sales tor 

a month could be ordered by states; by cities within states; and by 

salesmen within cities. The normal order of sorting would be on the 

field identifying the s8l.esmen first (the minor classification or 

control). 

There are differences between the plugboard diagrams in the IBM 

manuals and the plugboards for particular machines. For example, the 

405 manual shows 8 )-position X-distributors; many machines have these 

replaced with 16 single position selectors. When using any machine, 

check to find out the differences trom standard" both in wiring and 

for special devices which may be present or absent. 

Each machine has its awn main line power switch and, except for the 

punch, a start and stop key. In addition, each wall outlet is switched 

from a main power panel. In case of machine trouble" such as a jam, 

stop the machine imDsdiately, and call the instructor. Before attempt

ing to remove the cause of the trouble, shut off the power at the 

machine. 

Cards which are to be used at a subsequent lab period should be filed 

and properly identified. Cards left lying around tend to disappear. 

Do not disturb other people's work. Do not tear down a board unless 

you are certain it is no longer needed. Conversely, tear down each of 

your awn boards when you are through with it and (almost without 
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exception) tear dawn your boards at the end of a laboratory period. 

(Boards which are to be held should be clearly labelled.) 

Do not remove cards from a machine and use the machine, even 

though it appears to be idle. 

Come to lab each week ~ prepared. Preparation usually includes 

a review of the problem for the week, preparation of wiring diagrams, 

and review of the mathematics involved. Be sure to bring up questions 

in lecture the preceding week if the directions are not clear to you. 

MACHINE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

Cards must be joggled before being placed in a hopper. Place one 

side of the pack against the joggle plate of the machine, hold the 

deck loosely with one hand exerting gentle pressure on the top (long 

edge) and holding the deck together. Slap the other end of the deck 

with easy upward strokes until the cards are completely in line. 

Do not remove the pressure plate or place more cards in the hopper 

while the machine is running, unless there are at least 300 cards 

(two inches) still in the hopper. 

Do not remove cards from a stacker while the machine is running. 

This is especiallY dangerous with the sorter, reproducer, and col

lator. 

If the machine jams, press the stop button immediately. Call for 

help; do not attempt to remove the jam yourself unless you have been 

specifica.:lly instructed in how to do this. More harm can be done in 

removing a jam than the jam itself could do. 

The following instructions apply particularly to the 075 sorter. 

These instructions are to go with a personal demonstration of its 

use. 

The brush is set on the desired column b.Y raising it from the 

brass roll with the column selection handle and sliding it to the 

desired column. Turn handle down before starting to sort. Be sure the 

brush is all the w~ down; it can ride on the top of the positioning 

ratchet. Use the worm drive to move the brush one column in either 

direction; for more than one column alw~s lift the brush and slide 

it. 
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Reset the counters, if they are to be used, before starting to 

sort; never reset while the machine is runn:ing. If cOUJXt;ing is not 

necessary, tum the counters off. Resetting counters during operation 

produces missorting and damages the machine. 

Check the sorting operation by sighting through the holes. 

Every stacker has an automatic cutoff which will stop the machine 

when any pocket becomes f'ull (roughly 400 cards). Do not remove cards 

from the pockets while the machine is running. The machine can be 

stopped at any time and will pick up correctl¥ f'or sorting and count

ing when restarted. When starting the IIBchine, it is necessary to hold 

the start key down until the f'irst card has passed the second card 

latch lever; this means that the key must be held down f'or about half' 

a second. 

Neither sorting or counting will take place unless the correspond

ing switches are turned on. It is possible to count without sorting, 

sort without counting, do both, or neither. In the .last case, the 

machine merely moves cards from the hopper to the reject stacker. 

The selector switches on the cODDlUtator control the sorting for 

each of the twelve card positions. When off (moved tOward the cep.ter), 

cards bearing only the corresponding punch will reject; the correspond

ing counter will add, however.' The machine sorts on the f:lrst hole it 

meets of any card (i.e., if' a column is double punched with a 7 and a 

3, the card will sort into the 7 pocket unless the 7 selector switch 

is off', in which case it will sort into the 3 pocket); the counters 

will tally every punch in the column. The twelve counters correspond

ing to the card rows add at the time the hole passes the brush and are 

controlled from the brush. The two total counters add as the card pas

ses the first card latch lever, provided that none of the other twelve 

counters have already added. 

When any card or cards in a deck appear nicked or damaged in any 

wfq, have them duplicated or reproduced bunediately. Cards are alwfqs 

cheaper than jammed machines. 
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Lab. I 

Keypunch at least twenty cards, not all on the same machine. The 
card lqout is as follows: 

Columns contents 

1-2 your identification number 
3-4 line number of the data 
5-34 30 digits of data 
35 X punch 

using the data printed below. The data is printed with a space 
between each five digits for ease in reading only. 

1 00139 03436 88742 51794 66281 52759 
2 33204 30907 55691 82649 77152 81684 

3 42175 69816 46508 93758 82047 12373 
4 lll52 65403 72395 41374 38026 90842 
5 44315 41018 66702 93750 88263 92795 
6 33263 86615 94417 52486 50247 02953 
7 33374 87625 94517 63596 50248 12064 
8 11240 l4547 99853 62805 77392 63860 

9 55426 52129 77813 04861 99314 03806 
10 44374 97126 05528 63597 61358 13064 
11 55485 08837 16639 74608 72469 24115 
12 33462 36769 11015 84027 99514 85082 
1~ 22351 25658 00964 13916 88403 14911 
14 66537 63230 88924 15912 00485 14917 
15 71648 74341 99035 26083 11596 25028 
16 44403 90152 83260 14281 27539 65713 
11 55514 01263 94371 25392 38640 76824 
18 44573 47870 22186 95138 00625 96193 
19 55625 02273 94471 36402 38641 86935 
20 55684 58981 33297 06249 11736 07204 

When using the electric punch (type 016 or 031), an uncut low skip 
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bar is to be used. A master card is inserted in the duplicating rack. 

bearing your identification number in columns 1-2 and an X in column 

35. The machine will duplicate the X in column 35 and automatically 

eject the card. If the 024 punch is used, the action of the skip bar 

is replaced with appropriate punching in the drum (program) card. 

Wire a control panel for the interpreter, printing columns 1 and 2 

of the card in type bars 37 and 38; columns 3 and 4 of the card in 

type bars 40 and 41. Interpret part of your deck on "upper line 

print"; the balance on "lower line print ... 

Familiarize yourself with the location and type number of the 

various machines, the location of pOifer switches, and the files of 

cards. 

File your deck, suitably labelled. 

While half the lab group is keypunching, the other half will be 

shown the operation of the sorter. Read over the information on the 

sorter before coming to lab. 

Assignment: 

Read over the information on use of desk calculators and calcula

tion of bivariate tables. Prepare the rule charts similar to page 

of the information on bivariate tables, on which to record the data in 

lab. 2. 
All written assignments are due in lab ora tor,y the following week. 

Lab. 2 

You will be shown the operating features of the Monroe, Friden, and 

Marchant electric desk calculators and the Peerless, Brunsviga and 

Comptometer manual desk calculators. Use the electric machines to 

extract square roots, correct to lOS, of the numbers suggested in the 

section on desk calculators, using the Newton-Raphson method. Be sure 

to extract at least one root on each of the three electric machines. 

A deck of 76 cards (serially numbered in columns 1 and 2) is 

available, bearing two single-digit variables; variable A in column 3 
and variable B in column 4. Using the card counting sorter, prepare 
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two bivariate tables from the data on this deok, as described in the 

section on bivariate tables. 

Assignment: 513 manual (edition 52-3180-0, or 52-3180-1) pp. 1-9, 

11-17, 22, 26. 

Chapter 8, relating to the 513. 

Complete the problem on bivariate tables and hand it in the follow

ing laboratory period. 

Diagram the 513 panels to be wired in lab. 3. 

Lab. 3 

Using the decks punched in lab. 1, compare the punching on the 513, 

using the so-called 80/80 board. This need only be done once for the 

entire group, to illustrate the method. 

Reproduce onto blank cards the deck you punched, using this wiring 

scheme: 

Read Punch Read Punch Read Punch 

1 1 13 24 25 31 
2 2 14 II 26 21 

3 3 15 19 27 5 

4 4 16 29 28 9 

5 27 17 10 29 16 

6 7 18 23 30 22 

7 6 19 15 31 25 
8 34 20 32 32 20 

9 28 21 26 33 12 

10 17 22 30 34 8 
II 14 23 18 

12 33 24 13 

Wire the comparing circuits as well as the reproducing. Examine the 

new deck, alter which the new deck may be discarded. 
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Using cards 01 to 10 of your original deck, hand file three blank: 
cards behind each card. Wire a panel to gang punch columns 1-4 of each 

X35 master into columns 1-4 of the NX detail cards which follow. On 

the same panel, wire to offset gang punch columns 5-14 into columns 

15-24. Emit the current date (e.g., 03l452) into columns 25-30. The PI 

and RX brush settings of the 513 are on the bulletin board. 

Sort out the 05 cards and return the entire orig1nal. deck to fUe. 

Hand in the gang punched cards. 

Assignment: Collator manual, pp. 1-24, 32-35. (Edition 52-3185-1), and. 
1. Information in columns 5-8 of each successive group of ten cards 

is needed in ten 4-column fields of one card. The lQ-card groups are 

group identified in columns 1-3 am further identified by a card 

number (from zero to 9) within the group in column 4. The identifica.

tion in columns 1-3 is to appear in columns 1-3 of the sUllllll817 card. 

Describe a method, using the sorter am reproducer. 

2. Conversely, information in ten 4-column fields on one card is 

needed on ten separate cards. Describe a method. 

3. Diagram some of the collator panels to be used in lab. 4. 

Lab. 4 

A deck of cards is available, serially numbered from 00l to 300 in 

columns 1-3. TIro cards will be out of sort and there will be 'biro 

duplicates. Sequence check the deck on the 077 collator; remove· the 

duplicates and put the cards in order. Note that you have not checked 

for consecutive numbering. See problea 3 below. 

Break the deck on column 9 on the sorter (column 9 is randomly 
punched with lIS and 2 1s) and merge the two decks together again on 

the collator. 

As time permits, do the follcnring operations. It is not necessary 

to perform each operation for the entire deck, but only as far as 

necessary to demonstrate that the panel :Is properly wired. 

1. Insert a blank card behind each punched card of the deck. If the 

blanks are placed face up in the secondary feed, the alternating corner 

cuts will reveal correct operation quickly. 
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2. Remove the blank cards, using diagram 37 in the collator manual. 

3. Insert the number of blanks behind each card, according to the 

punching in column 52. (Diagram 50 in the 077 manual.) 

4. Insert 3 blanks behind each x80 card. The control panel is a 

modification of diagram 48 in the manual. Column 80 of the primary 

brushes goes to PX-PU. Control input impulse goes to common of the 

primary X selector. NX of the selector goes to a selector piCkup, as 

does the 3 hub of the counter. The X side of the primary X selector 

goes to units common of the counter. All other wiring is as shown in 

diagram 48. 
At the end of the laboratory period restore the 300 card deck to 

its original condition; i.e., with two cards out of sort and two 

duplicates. 

Assignment: 405 manual, pp. 1-38, 70-71, 74-77. Pay particular at

tention to auto control, p. 16, and subtraction, pp. 30-33. 
Problems: 

1. How would you sequerx:e check a file of cards which is in 

descending order? 

2. A card X punched in a.rv one or more of columns 16-23 of a deck 

is to be removed. Describe the collator wiring. If the error cards 

were punched 5 instead of X, could they be removed on the collator? 

3. Describe at least three methods of consecutive number checking. 

4. Diagram the tabulator panel needed in lab. 5. 

Lab. 5 

Sort the 300 card deck for a tabulation with major control on 

column 49 and minor control on column 51. (Minor control breaks will 

occur about every 50 yards.) Columns 52-55 are punched wi th random 

digits; this field can therefore be considered to average 4999.5 per 

card. 

In a counter group of suitable size add the information in columns 

52-55 of NX79 cards; subtract on X79. In another counter group reverse 

these controls; i.e., add columns 52-55 of X79 cards and subtract on 
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NX79 cards. Take a card count and print out all three counter groups on 
minor control breaks. (Note: when counter capacity permits, take a Card 

count on eve~ tabulation you make.) 

Balance convert the totals f'rom both counters which are adding col

umns 52-55. Note that both totals f'or each control break should be the 

same in absolute value, but one of' them will be indicated as negative 

by printing the extra character (impulsed f'rom "counter symbol controllt ) 

on the type bar to the right of the total. Consult the bulletin board 

f'or indication of' what character is present on each type bar. 

Column 51 contains extraneous X punches. Control will be broken on 

cards having extraneous XI s unless the wiring to the comparing relqs 

is sent through the counter list exits of' a spare counter, or the wiring 

of' Pointer 9-470-A is used. 

Count the number of minor control breaks in a fourth counter group, 

and print this count at each major control break. 

List, on the automatic list cycle following any control break, all 

identifying information. (See wires marked "4", p. 19 of the manual on 

the 405.) 
Hand in your tabulator tape. Except f'or choice of type bars, eve~

one I s results should be identical. Throughout the course, whenever you 

produce printed results, be sure to include all errors on the final 

tape; in other words, hand in all the tape you use on the machine. It a 

test deck is used, be sure to show a listing of' i t, proper~ labelled 

as "test". 

For a few weeks, set all toggle switches of the outer row on the tab

ulator, whether or not the switch applies to your work. For example, since 

intermediate control is not used in this tabulation, it is immaterial to 

the action of the machine whether the switch is on or off. However, tum 

it off. 

Customar~, type bars are assigned from the left (i.e., beginning 

with number 1 alphameric) f'or ease in adjusting the tape. Identifying 

information is usually listed to the left of totals. 

Label your tape care~. 

Assignment: Sections on cycling (on the tabulator), first differences, 
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and bivariate tables. 405 manual, pp. S6-57, 62-65 

Diagram, for Lab. 6, the 416 panel for bivariate tables. 

Lab. 6 

Part I 

99 

A 4l-card deck is available, bearing data in columna 10-12 to be 

tested for smoothness by computing first algebraic differences. n2 
cards are negative. Wire a panel for the tabulator to take differences, 

making the necessary changes from the lithoprinted diagram as dictated 

by the size and position of the field being read. Perform the differ

encing, locate and correct the errors in the data, and ham in your tape. 

Note: Differencing is an important process in machine computation. 

Although the complete wiring scheme is furnished in this exercise, be 

sure you are able to wire a differencing panel by yourself. 

Part II 

Reproduce both bivariate tables (which were produced on the sorter 

in Lab. 2) from columns 3 and 4 of the 76-card deck. Directions for pro

ducing the non-cumulative distribution are foWlCi in the text. The cumu

lative distribution uses the same panel, with o~ the progressive total 

clearing wire changed from minor to major. Using the same order for the 

variables as in Lab. 2, produce the main body of both tables, label and 

hand in the tape. Do not recalculate the values of Lab •. 2. 

Assignment: Chapter on ItDigitinglt. Review the 405 manual and also 

pp.60, 66, and 78. 

Problem: 

Diagram a tabulator panel for a 5-cycle scheme. Information in col

umns 1-4 is to add in counters as follows: 

cards 1, 6, 11, 16, .... in counter 6A 
cards 2, 7, 12, 17, .... in counter 6B 
cards 3, 8, 13, 18, .... in counter 6C 
cards 4, 9, 14, 19, .... in counter 6D 
cards 5, 10,lS, 20, .... in counter 8A 

wi th all counters wired to print totals at the end of the deck only (i. 

e., on the automatic control break at the runout of the deck). Diagram 
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the tabulator panel tor digiting in lab. 7. 

Lab. 7 

Two 2-digit. variables are punched in a deck ot 300 carda; variable I 

in columns 4-5 and Y columns 6-7. The deck is to be digited on all 4 
columns, to produce the simple SWIB ot X and Y, the SUIIIS ot squares of 

X and Y, and the sum ot cross products n. Since there are DO miss1Dg 

cells in the arrq, and since the data has been selected so that all 

ten digits are present in all tour columns, there is no need in tRis ex

ercise tor special wiring to take care of UDpaired variables, nor tor 

dlDlllllY digit decks. 

The tollowing panels will be neededa 

1. A tabulator panel. add I in counter SA; Y in counter 8BJ card 

count in counter 6B; digiting digit in counter 2A; progressive digitiDg 

digit in counter2B. Wire printing ot all totals, including two digit" 

ot the progressive digiting digit. (Note: In actual digiting work, 

printing is usually' not wired). The lower brush connection ot the 

column being d1gited goes to a type bar, a comparing relq, and 

counter 2B; use a bus. 

2. Two sUDllll8.l'y punch panels tor cutting SUIIIIl&l'7 cards. Cut SWIB on I 

in columns 1-9; SUIIIS on Y in columns 10-18; card count in columns 19-22; 

digiting digit in column 80; progressive d1giting digit in -column 79; 

SU1llll8l'Y board number in column 78. (Board 2, tor tens d1git SUIIIS, will 

use col1UDDs 1-8 ani 10-17; board 1, tor units digit 8U111S, will use 

columns 2-9 and 11-18.) Emit into column 77 the number of the variable 

being digited (e.g., 1 tor I, 2 tor Y). 

3. A tabulator panel tor tinal s1lllllllarizing, using counters 6A and 6B 
(coupled) for adding the information from columns 1-9 ot the sU1llll8l'Y 

carda; counters 6c and 6n (coupled) tor adding information from collUDDS 

10-18. Wire a card count in counter 8A. 

It will be necessary to work as a group on this exercise, with each 

ot these four panels wired by a different person. The steps in the 

operating procedure are as follows: 

1. Sort the deck on column 4; remove cards in reverse order (i.e., . 

9's first). The digiting panel is set for minor control on column 4. 
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SWIIIIU'.Y board 12 18 in the 81laI817 punch. Ten sUJllll8l7 carda will be cut 

and the totals listed at the same t:t.. In addition to teating the 

wuing with the usual test carda. use a special test deck of ten cards 

punched in collDlllUl 4-7 as follows. 

9999. 8888. 7777, ••••• llll. 0000. 
2. Sort the deck on column 5; change control to column 5 on the 

tabulator; insert board 11 in the sUJllll8l7 punch. Cut ten su.ar,y cards; 

compare the zero cards from both passes. 

3. Repeat, making necessary changes. for the digiting on variable Y. 

4. RemOve the four zero 81laI817 cards; add the remaining 36 cards on 

the tabulator. controlling on column 77. The zero 8UIIIIII8l'.f cards provide 

the simple SUIIIS a%Xl the card count. List them. using the same panel. 

This can be done either b7 sending them through the machllle ODe at a 

time or b7 wiring the card count impulse to a compariDg rel.q and 

unequal impulses to minor control. 

Calaulate. to 3D, the value of !) the product-moment correlation 

between X aDd Y; hand :ill your result next week. 

Ass:1gDJBlt: 

602A manual, pp. 1-19. 26-27. 29. 41. 83-86. 

Problems. The 602A diagram for lab. 8. 

(The following problems on digiting are due the week of lab. 9.) 

Each of the following items is an error in the digit1ng process. 

Explain where its effect would no1"Jll8l4 fust be noticed and the 

proper procedure (other than re-runn1ng, UDless that 18 the onl;r 

remedy) to correct the trouble. 

1. Cards are removed from the sorter in ascending order. 

2. A card of t.b.e data deck is dropped on the f'loor and is not 

noticed. 

3. A wire from lower brushes to counter entry on the digiting panel 

works loose. 

4. The 1/2 sUlllll.a17 board is used for a digiting run on the units 

digit of one variable. 
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5. A wire to punch magnets on a sU111111aX7 punch panel works loose. 

6. The sums of cross products XI and n do not agree in one case. 

7. An extraneous X punch i8 present in column 5 of the deck, on a 

card for which variable X is punched 38. 
8. After the sort on column 7 is made, the cards are put in the 

tabulator but the control wires are left on column 6. 
9. The factor [N2:Y" - (~Y)'] in the correlation formula comes out 

negative. 

10. Counters are not wired to reset on a major control break (i.e., 

the wiring from previous use of the panel, to reset on minor control 

breaks, was not changed). 

ll. The digiting on one column produces eleven slllllllaI7 cards and the 

sequence of progressive d 19iting digits on these cards is: 

9, 7, 4, 0, 3, 9, 4, 8, 1, 3, 4, 4. 

Lab. 8 

We will calculate with the 602A the same sums of products produced 

by d1giting in lab. 7. A control panel s1m1lar to p. 74 will be wired, 

to punch the results on an X76, HD4 trailer card. x' and XI can be 

calculated on the same program step; y' must be done on a separate 

program. (Note: These cannot be successive programs.) Counters 1, 2, 

and 3 can be coupled and accumulate the first two products; counters 

5 and 6 can accumulate the third product. 

Only two pilot selectors are needed. They are impulsed from the 

control brushes set on columns 4 and 76; read drop outs are wired. 

Using the counter assignment suggested, 24 digits of results are 

punched in columns 57-80 of the traUer card (i.e., punch 16 digits 

from counters 1-2-3 and 8 digits from counters 5-6. The results 

should, of course, agree with the results from digit:ing in lab. 7.) 

The 602A manual specifies that the skip out hub is wired from 

read1ng brushes. This means that the skip out hub can accept an 

impulse S .2 ~~. It is quite common to send a read cycles 

impulse, through a selector picked up on an X at the control brushes, 

directly to skip out. 
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Ass:1pmenta 

Review the 602A manual. Bead the eectiOD8 m chaptera 4 8JICl 6 on chi
square calculation and qcllDg (that part ot the section on qcliDg 

relating to the 602A). 
FollawiDg discussion m lecture, prepare tor lab. 9 a tentative 

anal¥sis chart tar calculation ot the chi-squared t01'lllUla (page 3S), 

as though the calculation 'WOuld be done once per card • .Also prepare 

a wiring diagram tor a 5-qcle cycling B~. 

Lab. 9 

As a g1'Ollp we w1ll prepare an ~s1s chart; tor a 602A panel to 
calcual.1oe the chi-square tormula tor tive pairs ot nUllbers which are 

punched on each card, and punch the Bum. ot the ti'Y8 chi-square values 
on the s_ card. 

'!'he observed values, to' are punched m colUIIDS 13-14, 18-19, 23-24, 
28-29, 33-34. The theoretical treqwmc1es, tt, which correspond, are 

pWlChed m colUIIDS IS-17, 2()"22, 2S-27, 3Q..32 8JICl 35-37. 
'fest carda ot the tollowiDg types are available. 

1 16 299 16 299 16 299 16 299 16 299 
2 16 299 

3 16 299 

4 16 299 

5 16 299 
6 16 299 

7 29 166 29 166 29 166 29 166 29 166 
8 29 166 

9 29 166 
10 29 166 

11 29 166 

12 29 166 
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Test card number 1 has all 5 pairs of values the S81118. The result 

should be five times as great as 

(16 - 29.9)2 • 6.461 
29.9 

Cards 2 through 6 have a pair of values in a single position on each 

card to isolate trouble to a particular cycle of the cycling scheme. 

Card number 7 is like card number 1 except that the relative size of 

the pair of numbers is reversed, to check the differencing wiring. 

Cards 8 to 12 isolate 'the t rouble to a particular cycle, similar to 

cards 2 to 6. 
Punch the accumulated chi-square value in columns 57-61, with three 

decimal places. Only one panel will be wired for each lab. group. 

Assignment. 

"Sign Control" in the 602A manual. Prepare a 602A diagram for lab. 10. 

Note that the sign control procedure must be modified since the two 

factors are read from different cards. 

Lab. 10 

Columns 64-65 of a deck are punched with vaLues ! A on odd-numbered 

cards; ! B on even-numbered cards. The signs are indicated by an X 

overpunch in column 65. Even numbered cards are punched X72. ! Q, the 

quotient of ! AI! B, is to be punched in columns 66-70 of the X72 

cards, in "true" form, with an X punched over column 66 for negative Q. 

The NX72 card is skipped out without punching. The principle 

modification in the sign control procedure is that the drop out of the 

two selectors picked up by the X in column 65 must be wired 80 that both 

of them will be up together until just before punching begins. The X 

pickups of these selectors must also be selected, since both are wired to 
the same column of the cards. 

As in lab. 9, one panel will b e wired for the lab. group. Wire the 

panel as far as possible and label it to hold until next week. 
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Assignment: 604 manual, p. 1-28, 66-70. 

Note: Labs 11 and 12 deal with specitic problems on the 604 electronic 

calculator. It is expected that before the semester is over you will 

become familiar with the operation of the combination card-progr811D118d 

calculator, particularly the all-purpose .t'1oating decimal setup. 

During the last 2 weeks of lab, each student or team of students 

should be working on an individual problem, preferably of his own 

choosing and related to his own subject field. If' you preter, a 

problem will be assigned to you. The primary purpose of the problem 

is to have you learn as much as possible about the use ot the machines. 

The problem should be large enough to cover several weeks ot lab. work 

and should be a new problem it possible. 

Lab. 11 

Use ot the 604 Electronic Calculator 

Calculation ot e. 

~ 1 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + __ 1 + ... 
e = ~;;-!= "2 2-3 2·3·4 

For computational purposes, the work can be arranged as sh01ll1 below, 

in which each line is obtained trom the previous line by division by 

the line number. The remainders after each $ digits ot quotient are 

noted. 

line # ~ Ii. ~ ~ 
001 1 00000 000 00000 000 
002 $0000 000 00000 000 
003 16666 002 66666 002 
004 04166 002 66666 002 
00$ 00833 001 33333 001 
006 00138 005 88888 00$ 
007 00019 005 84126 006 
008 00002 003 480lS 006 
009 00000 002 27557 007 

010 00000 000 02755 007 
011 00000 000 002$0 005 
012 00000 000 00020 010 
etc. 
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Each pass through the machiJle is terminated when both Q and R reach 

sero, as on card 010 of the first pus. lfote that after t~ first pass 

there 18 DO need to use cards 001 and 002, since the divisions by tho .. 

serial numbers terminate ~diate:q. All other divisions produce re

peating decimals. 

The process can be started by punching a deck with serial numbers in 

columns 1-.3, starting with 003. Columns 4-6 are punched with the l1. 
values, extending to at least card 014. 

Bead columns 1-3 into FS-l on card cycles. Read columns 4-6 into 
FS-3. 'the division is set up by reading out FS-3 to positions 6-7-8 of 

the counter (counting positions from the right). The previous quotient, 

which will be in Gs-4, is added. into the counter, in the right hand 

5 positions. After the division by the number in F5-1, the 5-d1git 

quotient in the IlQ unit is read out to Gs-4 for punching. The new 

remainder is punched d1rect:q !rom the counter into columns l2-14. The 

counter should be reset on program 1. 

The simplest method of clearing the machiJle at the start of a run is 

to pass several cards punched 999 in columns 1-2-3 through first. 

When the pass through the calculator is completed, the w:1ring of the 

521 is changed to read ~ and punch Q) and ~. Be sure there are enough 

cards in the deck to continue the calculation to its terminating pOint. 

There is space on the card to continue through ~O am ~O' thus 

carrying the calculation through the SSth decimal place. The final 

81DIIIII&tion is made on the tabulator. If you wish, a second deck ma;y be 

machined, reprocluc:1ng B:Lo into colUlllllll 4-6 of the second deck; another 

50 digits ma;y then be calculated on the second deck. 

Lab. 12 

NUllERIC INTEGRATION 

Beferenees, Scarborough, Numerical Ilatbematical Analfsis, pp. 119 et 

seq.; Ililne, Numerical Calculus, pp. l20 et seq. 

Simpson's One-Third rule for numeric integration (obtained by 

integrating Newton's formula for forward interpolation term by term 

over n equidiatant points, n even) is, 
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1","' h 
Xo y dx = :3 [Yo + 4(YI + Y3 + ... + Yo-I) 

+ 2(y = +y, + ... + YO-2) + Yo] 

h is the width of the interval. ( •. .:l x). 

SimpsonI s rule is to be applied to a definite integral. whose value 

is mown; name:q , 

taking h·. 01 for n • 100. 

The quantitr in brackets in the t01'lllUl.a represents a sum of products 

in which the IIIUl tiplicands are the ordinates of the curve being 

integrated and the multipliers are 1, 2, or 4 depending on the position 

of the ordinate in the interval.. [ The product of the 8W111118.tion and b/3 h • 

.1)3333333 should produce 1C.J 
The ordinates have been calculated and are available on a deck of 101 

cards, numbered from 000 to 100 in columns 1-2-3. The ordinate val.ues 

are punched in columns 4-13. The selection of the proper mult:iplier is 

to be done as the cards pass through the calculator (either r602A or 6(4), 

based on whether the card number is odd or even (except for the first 

and last cards). 

Hote. In practice the ordinates are frequen-t;:q computed during the 

integration. 

Lab. 13 

A deck of cards will be furnished, punched for epc all purpose 

operation, whioh will load storage units 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 with the 

coefficients a, b,· 0, d, • of the quartic equation 

We want to follow these cards with a deck which will solve for all 

four roota of the qIlartic. The scheme is as follows: use Newtonls _thod 
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to locate one root; then reduce to a cubic by dividing out that root; 

solve for a root of the cubic; reduce bydivision to a quadratic; then 

solve the quadratic either by formula or by extending the method one 

step further. 

Newton's method corrects an approximation to a root by working alons 

the tangent. The formula is: 

Xn+l • Xn - f(Xn) 
£' (211) 

As with all iterative systemaJ the better the first guess, the 

quicker the process converges. Since the location of the roots is un

known here, zero is probably the best first apprOJdaation. The first 

iteration will thus be: 

~. O-! 
d 

and the second iteration will be 

xJ • ~ - £(%2) and so on 
f'(~) 

In order to handle the various types of quartics which m.a;y be met, 

there should be at least seven iteratioll8 for the first root. and at 
least five for the second root. Print the result of each iteration. 

If the quadratic is to be solved by formula, evaluate and print the 

discriminant and send it to storage unit 27. The square root sub

rout1neJ which is on tile, w111 extract the root of the number in 

storage unit 27. the root DJI¥3' be printed or stored as you choose. 



Use of the 

Card Counting Sorter 

In addition to its nominal. use (sorting), the oard counting sorter 

can be used for a wide variety of basic calculations. 

Responses to questions can be tallied, item by item, by counting 

without sorting. 

A simple bivariate table may be produced by sorting on one variable 

and, keeping each group resulting from that sort separate, counting 

the other variable. 

SilIIple sums, SUIIIS of squares, and SUIIIS of cross products can al.so be 

cal.culated, for use in such formulas as: 

" = ~ v5JiX'-=-(LX)' 

r' [XLXY - LX LY)' 
= [:\LX'--=-(LX)'jTx~Y}----=--(2:YJ'J 

Sum of X - one digit number 

Method 1. Count; multiply the counter readings by the digit value 

and sum the products. 

Method 2. Sort; then turn sort switch otf. Count, but do not clear 

counters until the end of the operation: 

9's 
9'13 and 8'13 
9'13, 8'13, and 7's 

• 
• 
• 

9's, 8's, 7's •••• lis. Omit zeros. 

109 
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The total in the counter will be the sum, since the 9's have been 

added in nine times, the 8' s eight times, etc •••• the l's one time. 

Method ). Sort. Then count the 9' s, do not clear the counters but 

record the total. Count 8's, record total (of 9's and 8's). continue 

to the l's. Add the nine totals together; this will be the sum of X. 

Sum ot X: two digit number 

X • 10 A + B 
~x = lO~A + ~B 

Use one of the above methods to obtain ~A, ~B.The method extends to 

variables of aqy size. 

Sum of X2: one digit number 

Method 1. Count; multiply the counter readings by" the square of the 

digit value and sum the products. 

Method 2. Sort; then turn sort switch oft. 

Count the 9 cards, record c.e., do not clear. 

Count the 8 cards, record c.o., do not clear. 

• 
• 

• 
• • 

• cf9 
• eta 
• • 

• - • 
• • 
• • 

Count the 1 cards, record c.c. - ofl 

Form the SUIIL ot products cfl x 1 

ct2 x 3 
ef) x S 
cf4 x 7 

Sum of X2: two digit number 

X-10A+B 

1;X' = IOO!A' + ~O~AB + ~B' 

• 
• 
• 

_ ~X2 



CARD COUNTING SORTER III 

2:X2 for a two digit number, or the data for the correlation formula 

for two single digit variables can be produced through a cumulative 

frequency table. In the example shown on a separate sheet, the simple 

frequency distribution is shown first. 

Take the deck of 76 cards and produce first the simple frequency 

distribution. Columns 1-2-3 are serial numbers; A is in column 3; B 

is in column 4. Sort on A. Keeping the 10 groups separate, cOWlt on B 

and record the cOWlter readings for each group, clearing cOWlters be

tween groups. 

Then, keeping the 10 groups on A separate, and starting with the 9' s, 

make the cumulative frequency distribution as follows I 

Using the 9' 8 from A, cOtmt B, and record the cOWlter readings in

cluding the total, which is the column labelled cfA. Do not clear the 

cOWlters. Using the 8' s from A, count B, and record the counter readings 

which are now cumulative frequencies. Continue through the zeros on A. 

Following the pattemof the 41 card deck given here, calculate 

2:A, 2:B, 2:A 2 , 2:B', 2:AB and considerjng columns 3-4 of the deck as a 

single two-digit variable, II, calculate also 2:1\1 and 2:1\1'. Hand in the 

results of this work at the next lab. session. 

The zero row of the cwnulative frequendy table is f B• Grand total 

in that row is N • 41. 

9 

L cf, = 2:A 
1 

• L cfB = 2:B 
1 

9 

L (2i - l)cfo =JJB2 
j""l 

tB row accumulated to the right is ctB. Directl;r Wlder it are the odd 

numbers in reverse order, from 17 to 1. The last row ot figures is the 

swn ot cfA, accumulated by colU1llDS. The last entry in the I5ero column 

is 2:A. The swn of the last row from 1 to 9 is 2:AH. All answers are 

given in the example. 
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Sample Table 

AjB 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 N 

9 1 2 1 1 1 6 

8 2 3 1 1 1 8 

7 1 2 2 1 6 

6 2 1 3 
5 1 1 1 3 c.c. • 41 
4 2 1 2 5 
1 1 1 2 4 
2 1 1 2 

1 3 3 
0 1 1 

4 4 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 4 41- N 

AJB CfA 

9 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 6 17 
8 2 0 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 14 15 
7 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 1 2 2 20 13 
6 2 1 3 5 3 1 3 1 2 2 23 11 

5 3 1 3 5 3 2 3 2 2 2 26 9 

4 3 3 3 5 3 2 4 2 2 4 31 7 
3 3 3 4 5 3 3 4 2 4 4 35 5 
2 4 3 4 5 4 3 4 2 4 4 37 3 
1 4 3 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 4 40 1 

0 4 4 4 5 4 3 4 5 4 4 41 

4 8 12 17 21 24 28 33 37 41 -CfB 
17 15 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 - odd nU1llbers 

23 38 64 100 126 l42 169 185 207 232 

N = 41 tA = 232 2:B = 184 ZA2 = lG02 ZB' = 1164 ZAB = 1054 

2:M = 102:A + 2:B = 2504 ·ZM' = 1002:A 2 + 202:AB + 2:B' = 18'2,444 



USE OF DESK CALCULATORS 

Square Root 

113 

Square root of numbers may be calculated by one of a number of 

different methods. Aside from calculations by logarithms, most of these 

involve the binomial theorem in one form or other. However, considering 

square root as the solution of the equation, 
X2 .. A 

suggests well known methods for locating the roots of polynomials, such 

as Horner'lS method, the lewton-Raphson method, or the method of false 

position. 

Most automatic computing mach:inery uses lewton's method. The process 

is easil¥ programmed and, being an iterative process, can proceed from 

an arbitrar.r starting value (or, if the numbers A are in sequence, the 

root found for any one of them is an excellent first approximation for 

the next in sequence). 

Newton's method uses the following formula to locate arv root, 

1 [ K ] A = - -- + A (i - 1) 
n+l i A,i.- J n 

where N is the number whose root is sought; An+l and An are two success

ive approximations, and i is the index of the root. 

As adapted to square root, however, it ie easier to understand in 

the form :in which it was used long before lewton. 

If pq • A and p<q, then p ie less than the square root of A and q is 

greater. 0 is gener~ a closer approximation to A than either p or q. 

Thus, ~ seek 5, &r\Y number, such as 3, can be used to start the 

process. We form~. 1.67. The root is now located between 3 and 1.67 

and the next tria! divisor will be 3 + l·67 -2.33. Then -& · 2.146 

and the next trial divisor is 2.33 + 2.146. 2.238. One more division gives 
2 

s 
~ • 2.234146. 

The following points are worth noting, 

1. Any number can be used to start. Generally, the closer it lies to 

V A, the fewer steps will be required. 

2. Any error in arithmetic 1:s self correctin& in subsequent steps. 

3. The method roughly doubles the number of correct significant 
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digits at each step. In the example given" it is clear that the root 

JllUSt be correct at least as fe:r as 2.23, since those digits have re

curred in two successive steps. The next interpolation, then" 

2.238 + 2.234146 • 2.236073 
2 

is nee:r~ correct to six significant digits. Using a desk calculator 

which gives lQ-digit quotients, and a one-page table of square roots to 

4 significant digits, aqy root can be calculated to 10 significant 

digits with no more than three divisions and interpolations. If the 

starting values are mere~ guessed, four or five interations may be 

necessary, but this is still extreme~ rapid. 

Exercise. Compute, correct to 10 significant digits, the square roots 

ot. 
2.000000000 

3.000000000 

5. OOOOOOOOO 

10.000000000 

.3.l41S92653 
2.718281828 

familie:rizing yourself with the features of the desk calculators 

available. 



IBM Terminology 
LEFT CUT, RIGHT CUT: Cards are usually furnished with a corner cut 

off along the 12 edge. In our work, we reserve right cut cards for 

masters, trailers, clear cards, leading cards, or for aI\Y other pur

pose in which a few cards should stand out froll the bulk of the deck, 

which is on left out cards. 

HUB. The holes in the control panels into which wires are plugged. 

BUS HUBS: Groups of hubs which are internally common, so that any 

impulse entering any one of them is available at all the rest. Bus 

hubs are not comected to axvthing inside the machine. 

SELECTOR. A switching device consisting of one or more sets of three 

po:1Jlts (common, normal, and transferred) controlled together by 

pickup hubs. On the W-6 tabulator, the D pickup accepts any impulse 

from 9 to I, and the selector transfers during the entire next card 

cycle. The X pickup accepts onlJ XI s and I's, but acts the ssme wB,Y. 

TRANSFERRED SELECTOR. A selector in the transferred state (the circuit 

from C to NX being broken, and the C to X being made) is said 

somtimes to be "up" or at "X". On some machines, selectors have 

the points labelled C, N, am T. 

CARD CICLE, The period of time on any machine between the passage of 

a given part of one card and the corresponding part of the following 

or preceding card. Usually applied to the tabulator, reproducer, 

collator, and interpreter when cards are feeding at the maximum rate. 

JACKPLUG, BOTTLEPLUG: Common names for a short wire whose ends are mount

ed together to facilitate plugging adjacent hubs together • 

. GROUP WIRES. Four wires fastened together to facilitate rapid wiring of 

4-digit fields on tabulator, reproducer, and collator panels. 

BACK CIRCUIT. Refers to errors in wiring through the use of split wiring 

or bus hubs. The idea is that a bus is a tw().4q device, and impulses 

can travel both ways. For example, on the 602A, if R1 to storage 

llS 
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1 and 2 is ja.ckplugged, then a Rl to either storage unit on another 

program will sweep out the other. 

PLUG TO C: A steady impluse, on tabulators, aVailable during digit 

time on all card cycles, used normally to roll counters for addition 

or subtraction. 

CARD COUNT: The C.C. hub on a tabulator emits an impulse at "one" time. 

Usual~ sent to a counter to tally one during card cycle. C.C. 

emits only while cards are passing the lower brushes. 

LIST CYCLE: On the tabulator, a card cycle in which the type bars are 

impulsed to print as the card moves. 

TOTAL CYCLE: On the tabulators, the time involved (us~ during a 

control break) when cards are not moving and counters are impulsed 

to read out. 

DIGIT TDIE: The portion of a card cycle when digits 9 through zero are 

passing the brushes. On the 602A, the portion of a machine cycle 

during which digits can be handled by counters. 

BACK COUPLING: Wiring counters from CI to C. 

CI TO C: The method of back wiring counter" used with 9's complements. 

On the tabulator, the SUP hub is then impulsed with a 9. On the 

602A, C1 to C of a counter or group of counters is alws;rs wired, 

since only 9's complements are used. 

405-416: The 405 is the old standard alphabetic tabulator. The 416 is 

the numeric version, lacking the alphabetic characters on the lett 

hand type bars and c orresponciing zone magnets. 

402-417: The 402 is a modernized version of the 405. llost of the ex

ternal switches of the 405 are incorporated in tre control panel; 

several new switches are added; the carriage can be tape controlled. 

The 417 is the numeric version. 

407: The latest tabulator, featuring among other things 120 type wheels, 

each having 47 characters. 

ALPH.AMERIC TYPE BARS: Those which contain alphabetic as well as numeric 

characters. On the 416 the term is retained for the left hand 44 
type bars even though they are the same as the right hand 45 (num

eric) type bars. 

EXTRA CHARACTER: Each numeric type bar contains the 10 digits and ODe 

extra character, usually an asterisk or credit 8,1mbol on numeric 
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machiD8s. 

ZERO SUPPRESSION. The JA6 and bl7 tabulators tend to print zeros to the 

right of arr:r type bar which prints a non lIero digit (including the 

extra character). Ho~ the lIero suppression lever (referred to 

in the manual as a hammersplit lever) of the right hand type bar of 

a field is raised to suppress printing of non signif'icant zeros to 

the right of that type bar. 

UNEQUAL DlPULSES. Intermittent impulses emitted by the comparing relqa 

on the same card cycle in which an unequal situation is sensed. 

No~ used to cause the machine to stop and take a total cycle. 

UCI: On the JA6 tabulator, intermittent (digit) impulses. Normally 

used as the input to a digit selector to chanse it into an emitter. 

FIRST CARD CONTROL: On the 416 tabulator, if' ~ first card control, 

a plug to C impulse which occurs on the card cycle following a 

minor control break. Kajor aad inter.diate first card control 

impulses are quite dif'ferentJ see the timing chsr1;. 

AUTO CONTROL: The use, on a tabulator, of two reading stations and 

comparing relqs, to sense a change in a card field, and cause a 

total cycle to be taken. 

BALANCE CONTROL: On the tabulator (net balance mach:ill8), the device 

which enables the machine to convert a negative (compl.-nt) 

figure in a counter to the corresponding positive ("true") figure 

before read out. 

PROGRESSIVE 'lOTALLING: Read:lng out a counter without resetting. 

DIGITINGa The process of obtaining SUIIS of products without obtaining 

arr:r indiTidual product. Somt~s referred to as progressive digiting. 

CYCLING. A method of controlling a machine in repetiti'9'e cycles, usuallT 

through selectors. For example, the tabulator can be cycled in groups 

of cards (in a 3 cycle scheme, carda 1, 4, 7 ••• act the same; carda 

2, S, 8 ••• ; and cards 3, 6, 9 ••• ). On the 602A the cycles refer to 

sweeps of the progra. levels. 

MACHINE CYCLE. On the 602A, the basic cycling speed of the machine, 

which is 200 cycles p* minute. 

PROGRAM SWEEP. On the 602A, one passage across those program l8'9'els 

which are wired. For example, it programs one through six are 

wired, a four cycle sche. causes the machine to go through programs 
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one to six tour times (tor a total ot 24 programs); that is, tour 

sweeps. 

CROSSFOOTING. Horizontal addition. It numbers A, B, C, and D are 

punched in a card, obtaining their sum is a crosstooting operation. 

SUYIIA.RI PUNCHING. The process whereby sums contained in the counters ot 
the tabulator are punched in a card on another machine. 

CONTROL PANEL. The wired boards inserted into ever,y machine except key-

punches and sorters, to dictate the machine's operations. 

PLUGBOARDs 881118 as control panel. 

HOPPER: The "in" receptacle tor cards on aIV' machine. 

STACKER: The "out" receptacle for carda on SIlT machine. 

COUNTER. An accUlllUlating device. Counters on tabulators are rotating 

Wheels; on the collator they are stepping relays; on the 604 the 

counter consist. ot a collection ot vacuum tubes. 

BALANCE TESTING. The process of examining the number contained in a 

counter to determine whether or not it is les. than zero (as in

dicated by a COliplelll8llt nine in the high order position). 

BALANCE CONVERSION: The process ot changing a negative (complement.) 

number to it.s absolute value. 

COLUMN SPLIT: A device (consisting ot an internall¥ operated relq) to 

separate the impulses OCCUlTing during one card cycle, usually be

tween zero and X t1ae. 

OVERPUNCH. Usuall¥ an X or Y punch in the same Column ot the card with 

a digit (zero to JrlJle). 

DOUBLE PUNCH. Two holes in the same card colwm. 

IlULTIPLE PUNCH. Two or more holes in the same card column. 

LACED CARD: A card in which one or more colUlllllS haye all tArelve holes 

punched out.. 

LACING. Wiring counters or selectors in sequence. Selectors are usuaJ.l¥ 

laced by wiring from the normal point ot one to the cOlllllOn point 

ot the nan, as in a cycling scheme. 

SIGN CONTROL: The process whereby a machlDe is wired to furnish the 

proper sign in an operation dealing with sigaed factors or tel'lllS. 

VERIFICATION: Usual3¥ reters to a process of checking keypunching. 

'!'he most positive method consists of repunching and comparing the 

tAro decks by machine. 
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GANG PUNCHIHGa The process of punching cOllllllOn inf'ormation in a group of 

cards. 

IlAS'l'ER CARDS, The cards in a deck which bear inf'ormation to be used 

with tha oards which follow. 

DETAIL CARDS: The cards in a deck which are not master cards, trailer 

carda, or precede cards. 

TRAILER CARDS. Cards following a deck or subdeck, uaual.l¥ to receive 

results of operations on the cards preceding it. 

PRECEDE CARDS. Cards at the beginning of a deck, usually used for 

special control or setup operations. 

80/80. The common name for straight reprodUCing, in whicb all 80 

columns of one deck are punched :into all 80 columns of a new deck. 

The $13 panel for this operation (usual.ly permanently wired) is 

called the 80/80 board. 

TEUPORARI, PERMANENT BOARDS: Temporary (or manual) plugboards can be 

readily tom down and rewired. Permanent boards are constructed so 

that their wires cannot be removed without pliers or a special tool. 

BLANK COLUJllb A:n¥ co~umn of a card which has no hole punched. 

9' s CCIlPLEYEN'l': 

10' s COMPLEUENT: lIethods of expressing a negative number in a counter. 

For example, using a 6-wheel counter, the 9's complement of 123 is 

999876) the lOIS complement of the same number ls 999877. 

TEST DECK: A deck of cards punched to simulate as tar as possible all 

coDditiona to be met in a problem, run through the machines before 

the problem itself' to test the wiring. It. cannot be emphasized too 

strongly that a test deck is vital for ~ machine operation on 

machines other than keypunches and sorters. 

SPLIT WIRING. Three or more hubs wired together, either through split 

wires, through plastic connectors, or through a bus. 

INTERLOCKS: satety switches to prevent you from doing something you 

shouldn't do. Nearly all machines have lnter.1.ocks to stop all 

operation when a cover is removed. SUllllDal"y punching is interlocked 

to prevent the 1Hlbulator trom feeding when the sUJlllJlal'Y punch has 

not fed cards. The CPC has a pl~able interlock to prevent operation 

until the 941 units are turned on. 

RUNDI, RUNOUT. The operations of getting the first cards into a machine 
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and the last carda out of the machine. On sa. machines special. 

wiring is nece •• 817 to in81U"e correct operation on the l'UD1n and 

runout. 
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